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Abstract
We explore the structure of the derived spherical Hecke algebra of a p-adic group, a
graded associative algebra whose degree 0 subalgebra is the classical spherical Hecke algebra.
Working with Z{pa coefficients, we establish a Satake homomorphism relating this graded
algebra to the corresponding graded algebra for the torus. We investigate the image of this
homomorphism in degree 1, as well as other properties, such as transitivity with respect to
inclusion of Levi subgroups.
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1 Introduction
Let G be a connected, reductive, split group over a p-adic field F . Let K be a hyperspecial
maximal compact subgroup and I an Iwahori subgroup. The following result (which holds even
for non-split G) has proven extremely important in the study of complex representation of p-adic
groups.
Theorem (Borel [1], Matsumoto [24]). Let G Ą I be as above. The category of complex smooth
representations of G generated by their I-invariant vectors is equivalent to the category of finite-
dimensional modules over the Iwahori-Hecke algebra HC pG, Iq of complex-valued, compactly sup-
ported, bi-I-invariant functions on G.
In the past few decades, there has been growing interest in modular representations of p-adic
groups, for example due to their connections to modl and modp automorphic forms. The modl-
representation theory of p-adic groups bears some similarities to the complex theory, but also
displays some interesting differences: it has been studied by Dat ([10, 11] and related papers)
Vigne´ras ([35, 37, 38, 39] and related work) and others.
On the other hand, the modp-representation theory of p-adic groups shows radically different
features from the complex theory and is a current and exciting area of research. A crucial new
aspect in the modp-theory is that the above theorem by Borel and Matsumoto does not hold
anymore (see for instance the discussion in sections 2 and 3 of [36]). On the other hand, Schneider
obtained the following noteworthy result by ‘deriving’ the classical picture.
Theorem (Schneider, [29]). Let G be a connected, reductive p-adic group and I 1 be the pro-p
Sylow of an Iwahori subgroup. Suppose that I 1 has no p-torsion. The derived category of smooth
Fp-representations of G is equivalent to the derived category of modules over a differential graded
pro-p Iwahori-Hecke algebra H‚ constructed from G and I.
Further study of this algebra (and of its associated cohomology algebra) has been undertaken by
Ollivier and Schneider in [27]. Their results suggest that an important role in the Fp-representation
theory of p-adic groups should be played by ‘derived’ versions of the classical Hecke algebras.
In this paper, we switch our attentions from Hecke algebras constructed using the Iwahori
subgroup (or its pro-p Sylow) to Hecke algebras constructed using the hyperspecial subgroup
K. The classical spherical Hecke algebra is the algebra of compactly supported, bi-K-invariant
functions on G under convolution: this algebra detects unramified representations of G1, the most
accessible class of representations.
We build a graded algebra HpG,Kq, the derived spherical Hecke algebra, whose degree 0
subalgebra is the classical spherical Hecke algebra. This graded algebra was already introduced
by Venkatesh in [34], but we consider p-torsion coefficients while loc. cit. takes torsion coefficients
where p is invertible - the p-torsion situation is considerably more complicated. One should think
of HpG,Kq as ‘G-equivariant cohomology classes on G{K ˆG{K (see definition 7).
We then investigate the structure of this derived Hecke algebra by constructing a derived Satake
homomorphism into the derived spherical Hecke algebra of a maximal torus, and we study the
properties of this morphism. An important consequence of our results is that the subalgebra of the
derived Hecke algebra generated in degree 1 is graded commutative, and relatively well-understood
as it embeds into the derived Hecke algebra of a maximal torus.
1A smooth representation V is unramified if it has some nonzero K-invariants: V K ‰ 0.
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A good understanding of the structure of HpG,Kq is very important because of the following
‘derived’ fact2: just like for each smooth representation V theK-invariants V K are a module for the
classical Hecke algebra, for each complex of smooth representations M‚ the derived K-invariants
H˚pK,M‚q are a graded module for HpG,Kq.
From a local perspective, one can then ask how large the class of ‘derived unramified’ represen-
tations - those having nonzero derived K-invariants and thus detected by HpG,Kq - is. It would
also be interesting to relate this algebra to Schneider’s derived Hecke algebra: the classical ver-
sions of the spherical and the Iwahori-Hecke algebras are related by the Satake and the Bernstein
homomorphisms - is there an analog of the latter in the derived picture?
When taking a more arithmetic viewpoint, one notices (see section 2.6 of [34]) that the singular
cohomology of an arithmetic manifold3 can also be interpreted as a graded module for HpG,Kq, it
is then very interesting to study the structure of this graded module. This is the global perspective
taken in [34], which allows Venkatesh to prove impressive and extremely interesting results on the
cohomology of these arithmetic spaces. In this situation it is easy to see that one can get a lot
of mileage by only using ‘degree 1’ derived Hecke operators, which explains our focus in theorems
1 and 4 on the degree 1 submodule of the derived Hecke algebra. In current work in progress,
we investigate similar questions in a ’l “ p’ setup, using only p-torsion derived Hecke algebras of
p-adic groups.
1.1 Statement of results
For classical spherical Hecke algebras in characteristic p Herzig ([21]) has constructed a Satake
homomorphism into the Hecke algebra of a maximal split torus, and has explicitly described the
image of this homomorphism. Later on, Henniart and Vigne´ras ([20]) generalized his constructions
to Hecke algebras over a general coefficient ring.
Our first result is an extension of these homomorphisms to the degree 1 submodule of the
derived Hecke algebra.
Theorem 1. Let S “ Z{pa. Let k be the residue field of F , and assume that |k| ě 5. Fix
a maximal split F -torus T of G, and let M be a standard Levi subgroup of G. There exists a
graded-algebra homomorphism
SGM : H
ď1
G ÝÑ H
ď1
M
whose degree zero component agrees with Herzig’s and Henniart and Vigneras’ Satake morphisms,
in their versions with S-coefficients (see section 3).
Moreover, if M1 Ą M2 is an inclusion of standard Levi subgroups of G, then we have
SGM2 “ S
M1
M2
˝ SGM1.
The restriction to degree 1 is of a technical nature: we discuss precisely in the remark within
the proof of proposition 20 why it arises. We also make explicit an important case where we can
get rid of this restriction.
Theorem 2. With assumptions as above, suppose moreover that p ě h and4 that either
2see section 2.5 of [34] for a more detailed explanation.
3Arithmetic manifolds can be thought of as generalizations of modular curves, and more generally Shimura
varieties, to all reductive groups G over number fields. Their singular cohomology is then a good avatar for a space
of automorphic forms on G, in the spirit of Eichler -Shimura.
4h is the Coxeter number, an invariant depending only on the root datum of pG,Tq.
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• F “ Qp or
• F {Qp is a Galois extension of degree d “ ef , where |k| “ p
f , and 2dph´ 1q ă pf ´ 1.
Then we can extend the homomorphism in theorem 1 to all degrees, and obtain a graded-algebra
homomorphism
SGT : HG ÝÑ HT .
Notice that the target of this homomorphism is the derived spherical Hecke algebra of the
torus, not of a general Levi subgroup. Adapting the strategy of the proof of theorem 2 for a
general Levi subgroup M would require to computate the cohomology of some subgroups of MpOq
with coefficients in certain algebraic representations. This seems currently out of reach.
We also record a different generalization of theorem 1, since the proof is immediate from our
work and it may be of use for global applications.
Corollary 3. Let S be a ring where p is invertible, and let G and M be as in theorem 1. Then
we can extend the homomorphism in theorem 1 to all degrees, and obtain a graded-algebra homo-
morphism
SGM : HG ÝÑ HM .
Transitivity for inclusion among standard Levi subgroups also holds.
Notice that Venkatesh in [34] (section 3) defines already a Satake homomorphism in the case
where S “ Z{lnZ for a special family of primes l depending on pf , but his approach is quite
different and it does not immediately generalize to the case of general S.
Our final result gives a first description of the image of the degree 1 Satake homomorphism
SGT , generalizing the explicit description of Herzig’s degree 0 morphism from [21].
Theorem 4. Let S and k be as in theorems 1 and 2. Let X˚pTq be the cocharacter group of
the torus. With reference to the isomorphism HT – SrX˚pTqs bS H
˚pTpOq, Sq (see proposition
11 for details) the image of SGT : H
ď1
G ÝÑ H
ď1
T is supported on the following thickening of the
antidominant cone:
tλ P X˚pT q | xλ, αy ¨ f ď a @α P ∆u
where ∆ is the basis of the root system ΦpG,Tq corresponding to the Borel subgroup chosen in the
definition of the Satake homomorphism SGT .
More precisely, if d “ xλ, αy ¨ f for some simple root α, then SGT pF qpλq is divisible by p
d for all
F P Hď1G .
The description of a ‘lower bound’ for the image SGT
`
Hď1G
˘
- that is to say, a H0G-submodule
of SGT
`
Hď1G
˘
- has been obtained in the PGL2 case (see also example 1 below), and will be object
of future work for general G. Roughly speaking, we expect this lower bound to be a ‘translate’ of
the upper bound obtained in the theorem by a generic and ‘very antidominant’ cocharacter.
We describe explicitly our derived Satake homomorphism in a simple case.
Example 1. Let G “ PGL2 over Qp, where we suppose p ě 3. Let T be the diagonal torus,
and B be the Borel subgroup of upper unipotent matrices, so that the only positive root α has
root space the unipotent upper triangular matrices. Let K “ PGL2pZpq be a fixed maximal
compact: notice that by proposition 3.10 in [9], we have PGL2pZpq “ GL2pZpq{Z
˚
p , and the matrix
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p a bc d q P PGL2pZpq denotes in fact its scaling class. Let S “ Z{pZ be our ring of coefficients. We
will write λ for the function PGL2pZpq ÝÑ Z{pZ
λ : p a bc d q ÝÑ logpad
´1q mod p,
where logp¨q mod p is the composition Z˚p ։ 1` pZp
log
ÝÑ Zp ։ Zp{pZp – Z{pZ.
Let Tn P H
0
G be the indicator function of K
`
p´n 0
0 1
˘
K and τn P H
0
T be the indicator function
of
`
p´n 0
0 1
˘
TpOq. On these bases, the degree 0 Satake homomorphism is
SpTnq “
"
τn if n “ 0, 1
τn ´ τn´2 if n ě 2
.
For each n ě 0, let Kn “ tp a bc d q P PGL2pZpq | c P p
nZpu be the common stabilizer of the identity
coset K and
`
p´n 0
0 1
˘
K. Define elements fn P H
1
G (for n ě 2) and cn P H
1
T (for n P Z) so that
fn : pK,
`
̟´n 0
0 1
˘
Kq ÞÑ class of λ in H1pKn,Z{pZq,
cn : pTpOq,
`
̟´n 0
0 1
˘
TpOqq ÞÑ class of λ in H1pTpOq,Z{pZq,
and fn, cn vanish off the G- and T -orbits of the left-hand elements. It is readily verified that the
restriction of λ to Kn (for n ě 2) and a fortiori to T pOq is indeed a homomorphism, and that the
fn and cn give bases for the S-modules H
1
G and H
1
T .
With these notations, the degree 1 Satake homomorphism is given by
SGT pfnq “ cn ´ cn´2 @n ě 2.
Given the multiplication rule on HG:
Tn ˝ fm “
"
fm`n if n “ 0, 1
fm`n ´ fm`n´2 if n ě 2
it is immediate to check that this is an extension of the degree 0 Satake homomorphism to a map
of algebras Hď1G ÝÑ H
ď1
T .
We notice that in this situation, both Herzig’s and Henniart and Vigneras’ degree 0 Satake
homomorphism and our degree 1 extension have imaged supported on the antidominant cone, just
as theorem 4 predicts. Indeed, since α pp t 00 s qq “ ts
´1, the antidominant cone consists of characters
t ÞÑ
`
t´n 0
0 1
˘
having n ě 0 so that they pair non-positively with α.
Remark. A simple generalization of our results holds for more general coefficient rings of the form
S “ OE{̟
m
E , where E{Qp is a degree n extension. In particular, the proof of theorem 4 goes
through in the same way to show that if d “ xλ, αy ¨ f ą 0 for some simple root α, then SGTF pλq is
divisible by pd for all F P H1G. Let now k “ t
m
n
u, so that kn ď m ă pk`1qn, then OE – Z
n
p as a free
Zp-module and for an appropriate choice of basis we have ̟
m
EOE –
`
pkZp
˘n´pm´knq
‘
`
pk`1Zp
˘m´kn
so that
S “ OE{̟
mOE –
`
Z{pk
˘n´pm´knq
‘
`
Z{pk`1
˘m´kn
.
In particular, as soon as d ě k ` 1 “ tm
n
u ` 1 we obtain that SGTF pλq “ 0 for all F P H
1
G.
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1.2 Outline of the paper
We now explain the structure of the paper.
In section 2 we set up some notation that we will use in the course of the paper.
Section 3 recalls the results of Herzig in [21] and of Henniart and Vigneras in [20] where they
study the classical Hecke algebras with coefficients in, respectively, an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p and any coefficient ring. We extend Herzig’s results to any coefficient ring of the
form S “ Z{paZ, the proofs go through almost verbatim and we get a Satake homomorphism in
degree 0. This has been proven already by Henniart and Vigneras (see section 7.13 of [20]), but
we describe an explicit formula mirroring our bound from theorem 4 in the degree 1 case.
In section 4 we set up some machinery related to groupoids, which will greatly clarify and
simplify some subsequent proofs. In particular, we are able to re-interpret the derived Hecke
algebra of G as compactly supported cohomology of the groupoid where G acts diagonally on
G{K ˆG{K - see propositions 10 and 15.
Section 5 is devoted to defining the Satake map via a push-pull diagram in groupoid coho-
mology. Using this setup, we also prove transitivity of the Satake map for inclusion among Levi
subgroups: that is to say, if M is a standard Levi subgroup with G Ą M Ą T, then SGT “ S
M
T ˝ S
G
M .
We give in section 6 another description of the Satake homomorphism by using the Universal
Principal Series as a bi-module for two derived Hecke algebras. We also complete the proofs of
theorems 1 and 2.
Section 7 is dedicated to proving theorem 4 by studying the image of the Satake homomorphism
SGT : H
1
G ÝÑ H
1
T . To study the support of the image, we use the transitivity result of section 5 to
put us in the setting where G has semisimple rank 1, where we compute the image as explicitly
as needed.
In appendix A we collect the proofs of some results about groupoid cohomology, which we
postponed until here to improve the flow of the reading.
Appendix B describes the relationship between our definition of the derived Hecke algebra and
a categorical definition, both in characteristic p and different from p.
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2 Notation
Let F be a p-adic field, with ring of integers O, residue field k of cardinality q “ pf and fix
a uniformizer ̟ P O. We assume throughout the paper that |k| ě 5. The valuation valF is
normalized to be 1 on the uniformizer ̟.
Let G be a reductive, split group scheme5 over O. Thus, GF is a reductive, connected, split
5We follow [8] for group schemes over rings. In particular, G is fiberwise connected by definition of reductivity.
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group over F , and we denote G “ GF pF q its group of F -points. We also fix K “ GpOq, a
hyperspecial maximal compact.
Thanks to the splitness condition we can fix a maximal split torus O-scheme T, and we have
TpOq being the maximal compact subgroup of TF pF q. We also fix a Borel O-subgroup scheme B of
G, with Levi decomposition B “ T˙U defined over O, so that U is a unipotent O-group scheme.
We assume throuhgout the paper that K and T are in good position, so that K X T “ TpOq is
the maximal compact subgroup of T .
We will often suppress the base change notation and just denote the subgroups above by
B “ BF pF q and similarly for the torus and the unipotent subgroups. Other short-hand notations
that we will use are HF or H for HF pF q, and HO for HpOq where H is one of G,B,T, . . ..
The character lattice X˚pTq is dual to the cocharacter lattice X˚pTq, and the latter is identified
with TpF q{TpOq (once we fixed the uniformizer ̟) via
X˚pTq ÝÑ TpF q{TpOq µ ÞÑ µp̟q.
Upon choosing the Borel B, we obtain a set of positive roots Φ`pG,Tq Ă ΦpG,Tq inside the root
system of pG,Tq, and a unique basis ∆ Ă Φ`pG,Tq. We define the antidominant coweights
X˚pTq´ “
 
µ P X˚pTq | xµ, αy ď 0 @α P Φ
`pG,Tq
(
;
geometrically these form a cone inside the lattice X˚pTq. The identification of the cocharacter
lattice with TpF q{TpOq carries the antidominant cone into T´{TpOq, where
T´ “
 
t P TpF q | valF pαptqq ď 0 @α P Φ
`pG,Tq
(
.
Given two p-adic groups H Ą L and a smooth representation V of L, we denote by ιHL V the
compactly induced representation from L to H . This consists of the smooth part of the space of
functions f : H ÝÑ V such that fplhq “ l.fphq for each l P L, h P H , with H acting by right
translation.
We set up our notation for the derived Hecke algebras (see also definition 7): whenever H is
a reductive O-group scheme, so that we have the p-adic group HF pF q and a maximal compact
HpOq, we denote by HH “ H pHpF q,HpOqq the derived Hecke algebra of HpF q. More generally,
we denote by HkH (resp. H
ďk
H ) the k-th graded submodule of the DHA (resp. the submodule
supported on degrees at most k with the induced subalgebra structure).
For each standard parabolic P “ M˙ V - where M is the standard Levi factor containing the
maximal torus T - we consider the subgroup P ˝ “ MpOq ˙ VpF q. We denote by HP the algebra
of PpF q-invariant cohomology classes on PpF q{P ˝ ˆ PpF q{P ˝ supported on finitely many orbits -
with convolution as multiplication.
Remark. Notice that there is no possible ambiguity with the previous notation for the derived
Hecke algebra, since we only defined DHA for a reductive group, hence whenever the subscript P
is a parabolic we mean indeed the algebra defined in the previous paragraph.
We will often consider stabilizers and isotropy groups. If G is a groupoid and x P ObpGq, we
use Gx as a shorthand for StabGpxq “ HomGpx, xq. In case we consider common stabilizers we use
multiple subscripts, for instance if x, y P G{K then Gx,y “ StabGpxK, yKq “ AdpxqK XAdpyqK.
In case one of the cosets is K, we write Ky “ G1,y “ K X AdpyqK.
We will often define sums over orbits, in the following sense: let G be a group acting on a set
X , the notation ÿ
GzzX
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means that we sum over a choice of representatives for the G-orbits in X . Each time we do that,
we will check that the sum does not depend on the chosen representatives, and it has finitely many
nonzero summands.
3 Satake homomorphism in characteristic p
In this section we recall Herzig’s construction of a Satake homomorphism with k “ Fp-coefficients
from [21] and [22] and generalize it (in the case of the trivial representation) to the case of p-
torsion coefficients Z{paZ. This generalization (see corollary 6 below) is quite simple, and its proof
basically consists of rephrasing Herzig’s arguments in the special case of the trivial representation
and keeping track of the powers of p appearing as coefficients.
We remark that Henniart and Vigneras in [20] work out a wide generalization of Herzig’s results
as well, allowing for instance any ring of coefficients (such as Z{paZ), see sections 7.13-7.15 of loc.
cit.. Their work includes the results on this section, but we prefer to explain in full detail corollary
6 as the upper bound (on the image of the degree 0 Satake homomorphism) that we obtain is
extremely similar to the one obtained for our degree 1 Satake homomorphism in theorem 4.
We build upon the following result:
Theorem 5. [Herzig, theorem 1.2 of [21]] Let HkpG,Kq be the Hecke algebra of k-valued, bi-K-
invariant functions on G, and similarly by HkpTpF q,TpOqq the Hecke algebra of k-valued, TpOq-
invariant functions on TpF q. The Satake map
S : HkpG,Kq ÝÑ HkpTpF q,TpOqq
defined by
f ÞÑ
¨˝
t ÞÑ
ÿ
uPUpF q{UpOq
fptuq‚˛
is an injective k-algebra homomorphisms with image the subalgebra H´pTpF q,TpOqq of functions
supported on antidominant coweights.
Remark. In fact, Herzig’s statement is much more general (as in, he considers Hecke algebras not
just for the trivial representations but for more general representations), but for our purpose the
above result is sufficient.
Following Herzig, we remark that the formula for S is extremely similar to the classical one, for
Hecke algebras with C-coefficients. The main difference is that the classical formula has a twist
by δBptq
1{2 (where δB is the modulus character of B), whose purpose is mainly to force the Satake
homomorphism to land in the Weyl-invariant subalgebra of HpTpF q,TpOqq. As Gross remarks
in [16], one can get rid of this twist and obtain a homomorphism defined over Z, at the cost of
losing the remarkable property of Weyl-invariance of the image (or having to twist the natural
Weyl-invariant action on the image). This formula is then compatible with Herzig’s Satake map
S under reduction modp for the coefficients.
Herzig’s result has an immediate extension to our setup with general finite p-torsion coefficients.
More precisely, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 6. Let S “ Z{paZ be the ring of coefficients for the Hecke algebras HSpG,Kq and
HSpTpF q,TpOqq. Consider the Satake map
S : HSpG,Kq ÝÑ HSpTpF q,TpOqq
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defined by
F ÞÑ
¨˝
t ÞÑ
ÿ
uPUpF q{UpOq
F ptuq‚˛.
This is an injective S-algebra homomorphism with image supported on the thickening of the an-
tidominant cone:
tλ P X˚pTq | xλ, αyf ă a @α P ∆u .
In fact, we have that if 0 ă h “ xλ, αyf ă a for some simple root α, then for each F P HSpG,Kq
we have
pSF qpλp̟qq P phZ{paZ Ă Z{paZ.
Proof. This is a simple adaptation of the proof in [21]: one starts with the following adaptation
of lemma 2.7(iii) of loc.cit.:
Claim 7. Let λ P X˚pTq and α P Φ. Let t “ λp̟q. Suppose that A is an abelian group of exponent
pa, and that ψ : UαpF q{tUαpOqt
´1 is a function with finite support such that ψ is left-invariant by
UαpOq. Then ÿ
uαPUαpF q{tUαpOqt´1
ψpuαq ” 0 mod p
fxλ,αy.
In particular, if xλ, αy ¨ f ě a, then ÿ
uαPUαpF q{tUαpOqt´1
ψpuαq “ 0.
The proof of this claim is immediate since we are in the split case, so the argument given by
Herzig adapts as it is: tUαpOqt
´1 is a subgroup of UαpOq of index rO : ̟
xλ,αyOs “ pfxλ,αy.
Therefore if uα P UαpF q{tUαpOqt
´1 is in the support of ψ, we have ψpgiuαq “ ψpuαq for each
of the pfxλ,αy coset representatives gi of UαpOq{tUαpOqt
´1, and hence the contribution of those
summands is a multiple of pfxλ,αy.
Following through with Herzig’s proof of his theorem 1.2, step 1,2 and 3 go through word by
word, while step 4 - whose proof relies entirely on lemma 2.7, in particular lemma 2.7(iii) - is
replaced by
Claim 8 (Step 4’). Suppose 0 ă h “ xµ, αyf for some simple root α. Then pSF qpµp̟qq ” 0
mod ph.
In particular, if fxλ, αy ě a, then pSF qpµp̟qq “ 0 in Z{paZ.
The proof of this claim follows the same argument used by Herzig, with the new input from
our modified version of lemma 2.7(iii).
4 Interlude with groupoids
In this section we introduce some notions related to groupoids that allow for a more formal and
conceptual understanding of the derived Hecke algebra and the Satake map that we will define
later. These notions include groupoid cohomology, pullback and pushforward maps and their
properties, and we give an interpretation of the derived Hecke algebra in this setup. Some proofs
of formal results, e.g. push-pull squares in groupoid cohomology, are postponed to appendix A,
to not disrupt the flow of the paper.
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Definition 1 (Topological groupoid). A topological groupoid X is a groupoid together with the
data of a topology on the morphism sets HomXpx, yq for all x, y P ObpXq. We require that the
composition maps HomXpx, yqˆHomXpy, zq ÝÑ HomXpx, zq are continuous for all x, y, z P ObpXq.
A morphism of topological groupoids f : X ÝÑ Y is a morphism of groupoids such that the
induced maps on morphism sets HomXpx1, x2q ÝÑ HomY pfpx1q, fpx2qq are continuous.
Example 2. Let G be a topological group acting on a set X . Consider the groupoid they
generate: X is the set of objects, and Hompx, yq “ tg P G | gx “ yu. Then each morphism set has
a natural topology as a subspace of G, and the composition map are clearly continuous, so this is
a topological groupoid. We often denote this groupoid by pG ñ Xq.
Every groupoid in this paper will be of the type discussed in this example, thus from now on
we will often simply say ‘groupoid’, dropping the adjective ‘topological’.
Proposition 9. Given a G-set X and a H-set Y , the pair of a group homomorphism ρ : G ÝÑ H
and a map of sets f : X ÝÑ Y which is ρ-equivariant induces a morphism of groupoids.
Explicitly, the morphism of groupoids pf, ρq : pG ñ Xq ÝÑ pH ñ Y q is f on the objects and ρ on
the morphisms.
Moreover, if G and H are topological groups and ρ is continuous, then pf, ρq is a morphism of
topological groupoids.
Proof. The first part of the proposition is clear. The only thing to check is that the map induced by
ρ on each morphism set is continuous. It suffices to check this for ρx,x : Hompx, xq ÝÑ Hompy, yq
where fpxq “ y. But then ρx,x is the composition of ρ|Gx : Gx ÝÑ Hy X ρpGq and the inclusion of
subgroups Hy X ρpGq ãÑ Hy. The former is continuous because ρ is, and the latter is continuous
since Hy X ρpGq has the subspace topology of H , and so does Hy.
Definition 2 (Pullback and homotopy pullback). Let
E
p

A
f
// C
be a diagram of groupoids. The pullback is defined to be the subgroupoid D of A ˆ E whose
objects are tpa, eq P Aˆ E | fpaq “ ppequ. The morphisms are
HomDppa1, e1q, pa2, e2qq “
“ tpα, εq P HomApa1, a2q ˆ HomEpe1, e2q | fpαq “ ppεq P HomC pfpa1q “ ppe1q, fpa2q “ ppe2qqu
This has projection maps onto A and E and satisfies the evident universal property.
The homotopy pullback is defined to be the groupoid Z whose objects are triples pa, γ, eq P
Aˆ HomC pfpaq, ppeqq ˆ E and where the morphisms are
HomZppa1, γ1, e1q, pa2, γ2, e2qq “
“ tpα, εq P HomApa1, a2q ˆ HomEpe1, e2q | γ2 ˝ fpαq “ ppεq ˝ γ1 P HomC pfpa1q, ppe2qqu .
Again, this has obvious projection maps onto A and E and satisfies a ‘homotopy’ universal prop-
erty.
If E,A and C are topological groupoids and f, p are morphisms of topological groupoids, then
the pullback and the homotopy pullback are also topological groupoids, where the topology on each
morphism sets is the subspace topology of HomApa1, a2qˆHomEpe1, e2q. Moreover, the projection
maps to A and E are continuous.
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Remark. These definitions above are clearly inspired by analogies with homotopy-theoretic con-
structions - like the following one.
Definition 3 (Covering morphism). Let q : X 1 ÝÑ X be a morphism of groupoids. We say that
q is a covering morphism if for each object x1 P X 1 and each morphism m : qpx1q ÝÑ x in X , there
exists a unique morphism rm : x1 ÝÑ rx in X 1 such that qprmq “ m.
Notice that by example 3.7(i) and remark 3.9(ii) of [5], we obtain that if in a diagram
E
p

A
f
// C
one of the map is a covering morphism of groupoids, then the homotopy pullback and the pullback
are homotopy equivalent. Since any homotopy equivalence (defined before proposition 3.5 in [5])
is the identity on morphism sets, it is immediate that in the setup of topological groupoids the
homotopy equivalence preserves the topological structure as well.
Definition 4 (Connected components). Given a groupoid X , we denote by π0X the set of its
connected components - that is to say, the equivalence classes for the relation x „ y ðñ
HomXpx, yq ‰ H for any x, y P ObpXq.
Definition 5 (Homotopy equivalence). Let f : X ÝÑ Y be a morphism of (topological) groupoids.
This is called a homotopy equivalence if it induces a bijection π0f : π0X ÝÑ π0Y between
connected components and for each a P ObpXq we have that fa : StabXpaq ÝÑ StabY pfpaqq is an
isomorphism of (topological) groups.
4.1 Cohomology of topological groupoids
We give an ad-hoc definition for the (compactly supported) cohomology of a topological groupoid,
which will correspond to our derived Hecke algebra as a module, and then define pullback and
pushforward maps on groupoid cohomology.
We will consider cohomology groups for a general locally profinite topological group L with
trivial coefficient in the ring S: H˚pL, Sq. By this, we mean the cohomology in the category
of discrete S-modules with a continuous action of L, i.e. the derived functors of HomSrLspS, ¨q
computed at S. In all our applications, L will be a p-adic analytic group and S a finite p-torsion
ring, so section 2 of [14] provide details for the definition of these cohomology groups. See also
[15] for a more general perspective on topological groups (and in particular section 9.2 for totally
disconnected groups) and [32] for the special case of profinite groups (e.g. compact p-adic analytic
groups).
Definition 6 (Groupoid cohomology). Let X be a topological groupoid and S be a coefficient
ring. We define the cohomology of X to be the S-module H˚pXq of maps
F : ObpXq ÝÑ
à
xPObpXq
H˚ pStabXpxq, Sq
such that
1. F pxq P H˚ pStabXpxq, Sq for each object x of X .
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2. Each φ P HomXpx, yq induces an isomorphism of groups StabXpxq ÝÑ StabXpyq given by
g ÞÑ φ ˝ g ˝ φ´1, and hence a map in cohomology H˚ pStabXpyqq
φ˚
ÝÑ H˚ pStabXpxqq. We
require that F pxq “ φ˚pF pyqq.
When x “ y this latter condition means that F pxq P H˚pStabXpxqq is invariant under the action
of any element φ P StabXpxq - a well-known fact from group cohomology. Thus we can think of
this second condition as a generalization of the above invariance and we will informally call it ‘the
X-invariance condition’.
We also define the finitely supported cohomology H˚c pXq to be the subspace ofH
˚pXq satisfying
the additional condition
3. F is supported on finitely many connected components of X .
Remark. We notice that the second condition in the definition (the ‘invariance’ condition) means
that on each connected component of X either F is zero everywhere or nonzero everywhere - thus
making sense of condition 3.
Finally, we have a natural ‘cup product’ operation on H˚pXq defined as pointwise cup product:
pF1 ˝ F2qpxq “ F1pxq Y F2pxq P H
˚ pStabXpxqq @F1, F2 P HpXq. (1)
It is immediate that this operation is associative (since cup product in group cohomology is) and
it has a unit element, namely the map
1 : ObpXq ÝÑ
à
xPObpXq
H˚ pStabXpxq, Sq defined as 1pxq “ 1 P H
0pStabXpxq, Sq
for all objects x P ObpXq. Since obviously Supp pF1 ˝ F2q Ă SuppF1 X SuppF2, we obtain that
the compactly supported cohomology H˚c pXq is an ideal of H
˚pXq under this operation, and in
particular cup product preserves H˚c pXq.
Let’s set up some notation. We denote rGs “ GpF q{GpOq “ G{K, and for any standard
parabolic P “ M˙V with standard Levi M, we similarly denote rMs “ MpF q{MpOq “ PpF q{P ˝.
We have the left-multiplication action of GpF q on rGs2, and we interpret this action as giving us
a groupoid G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q. Similarly we have the groupoid M . Explicitly, G has underlying
set rGs2 and
Hom ppg1, g2q, pg
1
1, g
1
2qq “ tg P GpF q | gg1 “ g
1
1 and gg2 “ g
1
2 in rGsu.
Definition 7 (derived Hecke algebra). Let G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q be our favorite groupoid. We define
the derived Hecke algebra to be the compactly supported groupoid cohomology H˚c pGq. The
multiplication operation is described in proposition 10. We will also denote the derived Hecke
algebra by HG.
To describe what the convolution operation looks like onH˚c pGq, we need the notions of pullback
and pushforward in cohomology.
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Definition 8 (Pullback in cohomology). Let i : X ÝÑ Y be a continuous morphism of topological
groupoids, and let F P H˚pXq. Since i is a natural transformation, for each object x P ObpXq we
have an induced continuous map
StabXpxq “ HomXpx, xq
ixÝÑ HomY pipxq, ipxqq “ StabY pipxqq
and hence a map in cohomology in the other direction: ix : H˚pStabY pipxqq, Sq ÝÑ H
˚pStabXpxq, Sq.
We define
pi˚F qpxq :“ ixF pipxqq
Remark. In general, pullback does not preserve the ‘compact support’ condition 3 of definition
6. But it does if we require the additional assumption that the map induced by i on connected
components π0i : π0X ÝÑ π0Y has finite fibers.
Notice in particular that an homotopy equivalence i : X ÝÑ Y as in definition 5 induces via
pullback an isomorphism of groupoid cohomology, preserving the compactly supported cohomol-
ogy.
In appendix A we check that the definition is well-posed (proposition 34).
We now define pushforward maps in cohomology for a special class of covering morphisms
i : X ÝÑ Y ; notice that for each covering morphism i : X ÝÑ Y we have a natural injection
between isotropy groups Xx ãÑ Yipxq for each x P ObpXq.
Definition 9 (Finite covering morphism). Let i : X ÝÑ Y be a continuous morphism of topo-
logical groupoids. We call it a finite covering morphism if it is a covering morphism such that for
each x P ObpXq the inclusion Xx ãÑ Yipxq is finite index and open.
Remark. By a theorem of Nikolov and Segal (see [26]) in case we have a finite index inclusion of
profinite groups G ãÑ H with H topologically finitely generated, then G is automatically open.
Moreover, a compact p-adic analytic group is necessarily finitely generated (this follows from
theorem 8.1 in [12]), so the ‘open’ condition is redundant in many cases of interest for us, for
instance whenever H Ă K “ GpOq.
Definition 10 (Pushforward map in cohomology). Let i : X ÝÑ Y be a finite covering morphism.
We define the pushforward as follows: let F P H˚c pXq, and y P ObpY q, we set
pi˚F qpyq “
ÿ
YyzzxPi´1pyq
cores
StabY pyq
StabXpxq
F pxq.
Then i˚F P H
˚
c pY q.
The action of the stabilizer Yy “ StabY pyq “ HomY py, yq on the fiber i
´1pyq is given as follows:
let h P Yy and x P i
´1pyq, then the definition of covering morphism says that there exists a unique
morphism rh in X lifting h : ipxq “ y ÞÑ y. So rh : x ÞÑ x1, and since it lifts h we must have
ipx1q “ iprhpxqq “ hpipxqq “ hpyq “ y, so that x1 P i´1pyq. The action is then defined as h.x “ x1.
In the appendix, we check that this definition is well-posed (proposition 35).
Remark. In fact, the definition of pushforward via the same formula applies to a subspace of
H˚pXq slightly larger than H˚c pXq.
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For the formula pi˚F qpyq “
ř
YyzzxPi´1pyq
cores
StabY pyq
StabXpxq
F pxq to be well-defined, we will only use
that F is compactly supported when checking that the summation has only finitely many sum-
mands - so in fact it is enough to require that for each y P ObpY q, F is supported on finitely many
connected components of X above y, a condition which we can sum up as i-fiberwise compactly
supported.
If F P H˚pXq is i-fiberwise compactly supported, i˚F P H
˚pY q may be not compactly sup-
ported. Notice however that the submodule of i-fiberwise compactly supported cohomology classes
is an ideal of H˚pXq under pointwise cup product.
We describe now the convolution operation on the derived Hecke algebra.
Proposition 10 (Convolution on the derived Hecke algebra). Consider the groupoid G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q
whose compactly supported cohomology H˚c pGq is the derived Hecke algebra HG. Consider the fol-
lowing diagram:
G G
pGF ñ rGs
3q
i1,2
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
i2,3
99sssssssssss
i1,3

G
where the map i1,2 : pGF ñ rGs
3q ÝÑ G is projection on the first and second factors on object,
and the obvious inclusion of morphisms - similarly for i1,3 and i2,3.
Letting F1, F2 P H
˚
c pGq, we describe their convolution in the following way: we pullback them to
pGF ñ rGs
3q via the maps i1,2 and i2,3, we cup them as in equation 1, and then push them forward
to G via i1,3.
This convolution operation puts an algebra stucture on the derived Hecke algebra HG.
Proof. This is a particular instance of our general setup described in the appendix A, fact 37.
The well-definedness of this operation follows from the fact that K is open and compact in G, as
explained in the remark following fact 37. We will record in proposition 15 that this operation is
indeed associative, but we can already notice that this too follows from fact 37.
We record for the sake of future computation an explicit formula for convolution in this algebra:
fix x, y P rGs, we have
pi1,3q˚
`
i˚1,2F1 Y i
˚
2,3F2
˘
px, yq “
ÿ
Gx,yzzpx,z,yqPpi1,3q´1px,yq
cores
Gx,y
Gx,y,z
`
i˚1,2F1 Y i
˚
2,3F2
˘
px, z, yq “
“
ÿ
Gx,yzzzPrGs
cores
Gx,y
Gx,y,z
`
i˚1,2F1px, z, yq Y i
˚
2,3F2px, z, yq
˘
“
“
ÿ
Gx,yzzzPrGs
cores
Gx,y
Gx,y,z
´
res
Gx,z
Gx,z,y
F1px, zq Y res
Gz,y
Gx,z,y
F2pz, yq
¯
. (2)
Notice that this is exactly the convolution formula for the derived Hecke algebra in its interpreta-
tion as equivariant cohomology classes as described, for instance, in [34].
We make use of the newly computed formula for convolution to show that the derived Hecke
algebra of the torus has the simple description mentioned in the introduction:
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Proposition 11. The map
HT ÝÑ SrX˚pTqs bS H
˚pTpOq, Sq F ÞÑ rF
where
F˜ pµq “ F pTpOq, µp̟qTpOqq P H˚pTpOq, Sq for all µ P X˚pTq
is an isomorphism of graded algebras. The target SrX˚pTqs bS H
˚pTpOq, Sq is the tensor product
of S-algebras and the grading is on the cohomology factor of this tensor product.
Proof. Since F is compactly supported, rF is well-defined as an element of the tensor prod-
uct. Moreover, the map F ÞÑ rF is obviously linear. We notice that X˚pTq and TpF q{TpOq
are in bijection as mentioned in the 2 section, via µ ÞÑ µp̟q, and thus the map F ÞÑ rF
gives a bijection between the ‘canonical bases’ of HT –
À
tPTpF q{TpOqH
˚pStabT pOqptT pOqq, Sq “À
tPTpF q{TpOqH
˚pTpOq, Sq and of SrX˚pTqs bS H
˚pTpOq, Sq.
It remains to check that the map respects the algebra structure, i.e. that given F1, F2 P HT
we have rF1 ¨ rF2 “ ČF1 ˝ F2 in SrX˚pTqs bS H˚pTpOq, Sq. Notice that when we specialize equation
2 to the case G “ T , we obtain that for any x, y, z P rT s the stabilizers become Gx,z “ Gx,y “
Gy,z “ Gx,y,z “ TpOq and hence the formula becomes
pF1 ˝ F2qpxTpOq, yTpOqq “
ÿ
TpOqzzzPrT s
F1px, zq Y F2pz, yq.
Since TpF q is abelian, the TpOq-action on rT s is trivial and hence we are not summing across
orbits, but simply across points z P rT s. In particular we get
ČF1 ˝ F2pµq “ pF1˝F2qpTpOq, µp̟qTpOqq “ ÿ
λPX˚pTq”rT s
F1pTpOq, λp̟qTpOqqYF2pλp̟qTpOq, µp̟qTpOqq.
On the other hand, the algebra tensor product structure givesrF1 ¨ rF2pµq “ ÿ
λPX˚pTq
rF1pλq ¨ rF2pλ´1µq “ ÿ
λPX˚pTq
F1pTpOq, λp̟qTpOqqYF2pTpOq, λp̟q
´1µp̟qTpOqq,
so it remains to show that F2pTpOq, λp̟q
´1µp̟qTpOqq “ F2pλp̟qTpOq, µp̟qTpOqq for every
λ, µ P X˚pTq. This follows immediately from T -invariance of F2 and the fact that the conjugation
action of λp̟q on H˚pTpOq, Sq is trivial.
In a way similar to proposition 10, we can re-interpret convolution on the algebra HP whose
definition was outlined in section 2.
Proposition 12. Let rMs “ PF {P
˝ “ MF {MO. Consider the groupoid pPF ñ rMs
2q whose
compactly supported cohomology H˚c ppPF ñ rMs
2qq is the derived Hecke algebra HP . Consider the
following diagram:
pPF ñ rMs
2q pPF ñ rMs
2q
pPF ñ rMs
3q
i1,2
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
i2,3
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
i1,3

pPF ñ rMs
2q
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where the map i1,2 : pPF ñ rMs
3q ÝÑ pPF ñ rMs
2q is projection on the first and second factors
on object, and the obvious inclusion of morphisms - similarly for i1,3 and i2,3.
Letting F1, F2 P H
˚
c ppPF ñ rMs
2qq, we describe their convolution in the following way: we
pullback them to pPF ñ rMs
3q via the maps i1,2 and i2,3, we cup them as in equation 1, and then
push them forward to pPF ñ rMs
2q via i1,3.
Proof. This follows from fact 37 once we check that the three conditions of the fact are satisfied.
Obviously i1,3 is a covering morphism. Given pm1P
˝, m2P
˝, m3P
˝q P rMs3 its stabilizer is MpF qm1,m2,m3VpF q
while the stabilizer of pm1P
˝, m2P
˝q is MpF qm1,m2VpF q. The index is then rMpF qm1,m2 : MpF qm1,m2,m3s
which is finite since MpOq is open compact in MpF q. This proves condition 3.
Condition 1 says that i˚1,2F1Y i
˚
2,3F2 is i1,3-fiberwise compactly supported for each F1, F2 P HP and
as explained in the appendix, it suffices to check that for all m1, m2 P rMs we have finite index of
StabPF pm1, m2q Ă StabPF pm1q which holds exactly as in the previous paragraph.
Finally, to check condition two we notice that since VF is normal in PF we have
P ˝mP ˝nP ˝ “ P ˝mMOnP
˝ “ VF pMOmMOnMOqVF .
SinceMO ĂMF is open and compact, we have a finite disjoint unionMOmMOnMO “
ŮN
i“1MOmiMO
and thus
P ˝mP ˝nP ˝ “ VF
˜
Nğ
i“1
MOmiMO
¸
VF “
Nď
i“1
P ˝miP
˝.
We mention here a few relevant general results concerning puhsforward and pullback of coho-
mology classes, whose proofs we delay until appendix A.
Lemma 13. Let
X
k //
i

Z
Y
j
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
be a commutative triangle of topological groupoid morphisms. Suppose that i is a finite covering
morphism and that j induces inclusions between isotropy groups.
Let then F P H˚pXq be i-fiberwise compactly supported and G P H˚pZq, we have
i˚F Y j
˚G “ i˚ pF Y k
˚Gq in H˚pY q.
Moreover, if j and k induce finite-fibers maps on connected components, then each operation on
cohomology preserves the compact support and thus if F P H˚c pXq and G P H
˚
c pZq, the formula
above holds in H˚c pY q.
Lemma 14. Let
Z rπ //ri

X
i

Y π
// A
be a pullback square of topological groupoids, where i is a finite covering morphism. Suppose also
that π is continuous and induces open injections of isotropy groups at all objects (e.g. π is also a
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finite covering morphism, but in fact it suffices that every morphisms in A has at most a unique
lift under π).
Let F P H˚pXq be i-fiberwise compactly supported, then rπ˚F is ri-fiberwise compactly supported
and we have
priq˚ pprπq˚F q “ π˚pi˚F q.
If moreover π induces a finite-fibers map on connected components, then given F P H˚c pXq the
same formula above holds in H˚c pY q.
As a first application of these lemmas, we can use fact 37 again which shows immediately that
convolution on our derived Hecke algebra as defined in proposition 10 is associative.
Proposition 15. Let A,B,C P H˚c pGq. Then pA ˝ Bq ˝ C “ A ˝ pB ˝ Cq.
Proof. We already checked that fact 37 applies to this setup, and hence we obtain an algebra
structure.
5 Satake map via groupoids
In this section we construct our Satake map as a combination of pushforwards and pullbacks
in groupoid cohomology. Recall that the classical Satake homomorphism, both over C (see for
instance [16]) and over Fp (as in [21]), can be described as ‘integration over the unipotent radical’.
More precisely, in [22], sections 2.2 and 2.3, Herzig defines the Satake transform between the
modp classical Hecke algebra of a reductive p-adic group G and that of a standard Levi subgroup
M . Letting PF “MF ˙NF be the Levi decomposition of the standard parabolic P containing M ,
he defines an algebra homomorphism SMG : H
0
G ÝÑ H
0
M as
f ÞÑ
¨˝
m ÞÑ
ÿ
nPNF {NO
fpmnq‚˛.
The notation above takes f P H0G to be a bi-K-invariant function: if we want to re-interpret this
map in terms of the description as G-invariant functions on G{K ˆG{K, we obtain
SMG : f ÞÑ
¨˝
pMO, mMOq ÞÑ
ÿ
nPNF {NO
fpK,mnKq‚˛.
This is more suited for a generalization to our groupoid cohomology language: noticing that
pushforward as in definition 10 corresponds to ‘integration along the fiber’, we define our Satake
map to be the result of the pushforward and pullbacks as follows. Recall that we denote rMs “
MF {MO “ PF {P
˝. Consider the diagram:
pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {POq
i //
π

G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q
M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
iGM
// pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
˝q
The map iGM is an inclusion, both at the level of groups and at the level of sets. i is the identity
at the group level, and the surjection GF {PO ։ GF {K at the level of sets. π is a quotient map at
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the level of sets, and it is the map encoding ‘integration over the unipotent radical’ as discussed
above. It is clear that all the morphisms are continuous with respect to the topologies induced on
each groupoid as in example 2.
Definition 11 (Satake map in groupoid cohomology). We define the Satake map as the function
δGM : H
˚
c pGq ÝÑ H
˚
c pMq induced by the sequence of pullbacks and pushforwards in the diagram
above.
Remark. To prove that this is well-defined, we need to check that π is a finite covering morphism
and that each inclusion map induces a map on connected components which has finite fibers.
The fact that π is a covering is immediate, since in both groupoids the same group GF is acting.
To check the finiteness assumption, it suffices to check finite index inclusion of isotropy groups on
a representative for each connected component of the source groupoid: let then pK, xPOq be one
such representative with x P PF by the Iwasawa decomposition.
Then the isotropy group of pK, xPOq is K X AdpxqPO. We also have π ppK, xPOqq “ pK, xP
˝q
whose isotropy group is K X AdpxqP ˝.
Since x P PF , we have AdpxqP
˝ Ă PF so that K X AdpxqP
˝ “ K X AdpxqP ˝ X PF “ PO X
AdpxqP ˝. Similarly, K X AdpxqPO “ PO X AdpxqPO, which is finite index in PO since PO Ă PF is
open and closed. A fortiori, POXAdpxqPO will be finite index in POXAdpxqP
˝, and in particular
open since POXAdpxqP
˝ is compact. This shows that we can pushforward along π while preserving
compact support.
It remains to check that each inclusion map has finite fibers on connected components. For iGM
we have π0M “ MOzMF {MO but also pGF ñ rGs ˆ GF {P
˝q has connected components indexed
by KzGF {P
˝ ” POzPF {P
˝ ” MOzMF {MO where the first equivalence follows by the Iwasawa
decomposition and the second by the Levi decomposition of PF and the fact that P
˝ “MOV pF q.
Hence in fact iGM induces a bijection on connected components.
Finally, we need to show that i induces a finite-fibers map on connected components, which is
to say we need to show that each double coset KgK decomposes into finitely many double cosets
in KzG{PO. But by compactness of K we already know that KgK decomposes in finitely many
left K-cosets, so a fortiori it will split into finitely many double pK,POq-cosets. This proves that
the Satake map is well-defined as a function H˚c pGq ÝÑ H
˚
c pMq.
We check that this definition coincides with the one to be obtained in section 6 via an explicit
use of the derived universal principal series. Let then F P H˚c pGq, we have that
π˚pi
˚F qpx, yq “
ÿ
StabGpx,yqzzπ´1ppx,yqqQpx,ryq
cores
StabGpx,yq
StabGpx,ryqpi˚F qpx, ryq “
“
ÿ
StabGpx,yqzzπ´1ppx,yqqQpx,ryq
cores
StabGpx,yq
StabGpx,ryqresStabGpipx,ryqqStabGpx,ryq F pipx, ryqq.
To check it coincide with our formula 7 in the next section, we can pick one representative for
each orbit, so let’s fix x “ K and y “ mMOVF . Then StabGpx, yq “ MpOqmVpOq, while for each
pK,mvPOq P π
´1pK,mMOVF q we have StabGpK,mvPOq “ PpOqmv. The above sum becomesÿ
MpOqmVpOqzztmvPPF {POu
cores
MpOqmVpOq
PpOqmv
resKmv
PpOqmv
F pK,mvKq
which coincides with formula 7 for pF.1q after the definition 13 of the Satake homomorphism in
section 6 once we prove that PpOqmv “ MpOqmVpOq XKmv.
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Clearly, PpOqmv Ă Kmv, and letting ην P MpOq ˙ VpOq “ PpOq we have that Adpmvqpηνq P PpOq
forces Adpmqη P MpOq and hence the Levi component of each element of PpOqmv is in MpOqm,
which proves that P pOq ĂMpOqmV pOq.
For the opposite inclusion, we notice that Kmv X MpOqmVpOq “ K X AdpmvqK X PpOq X
MpOqmVpOq “ AdpmvqPpOq X PpOq XMpOqmVpOq Ă PpOqmv.
The map iGM induces a pullback in cohomology which corresponds simply to restriction, using
the canonical inclusion of isotropy groups. Hence the map H˚c pGq
S
ÝÑ H˚c pMq results to be
SGMpF q pMO, mMOq “ res
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqm
ÿ
MpOqmVpOqzztmvPPF {POu
cores
MpOqmVpOq
PpOqmv
resKmv
PpOqmv
F pK,mvKq
which coincides with formula 8 in section 6.
5.1 Transitivity of the Satake map
In the subsection we show that the Satake map is transitive for inclusion among Levi factors, using
the groupoid setup described above: this shows the transitivity claims of theorem 1 and corollary
3.
Given an inclusion between standard parabolic subgroups P “ M ˙ V Ą M1 ˙ V1 “ P1, we
obtain three groupoid diagrams for SGM , S
M
M 1 and S
G
M 1 and we show that the composition of the first
two induces on cohomology the same map as the third one, via repeated applications of lemmas 13
and 14. Roughly speaking, the equivalence of the diagrams boils down to the fact that integrating
along the unipotent radical V 1F of P
1
F is equivalent to integrating along the unipotent radical VF of
PF first, then along the unipotent radical pV
1
F XMF q of pP
1
F XMF q, since V
1
F “ pV
1
F XMF q ˙ VF .
Denote P1M “ PXM, a parabolic subgroup of M. With the groups defined as above, we have
the diagram
pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
1
Oq
i //
π

G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q
M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
iG
M 1
// pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {pP
1q˝q
which describes the Satake map SGM 1. We want to prove that S
G
M 1 “ S
M
M 1 ˝ S
G
M which is to say that
the same function between compactly supported cohomology algebras is obtained by composing
the following two diagrams:
pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {POq
i //
π

G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q
M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
iGM
// pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
˝q
and then
pMF ñ rMs ˆMF {pP
1
MqOq
i //
π

M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
iM
M 1
// pMF ñ rMs ˆMF {pP
1
Mq
˝q
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To prove the statement we will repeatedly apply lemma 14, and replace the diagrams with
ones that have the same effect on cohomology, until the two diagrams will coincide.
Let’s start with the second one.
Claim 16. The diagram
pMF ñ rMs ˆ PF {POq
π1

i1 // pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {POq
π

M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
i
// pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
˝q
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, the maps involved satisfy the assumptions of lemma
14: that is to say, π is a finite covering morphism and i induces inclusion on isotropy groups, and
a finite-fibers map on connected components.
Proof. While checking that the Satake map was well-defined we already checked all conditions to
make sure that the pushforward π˚ and the pullback i
˚ were well-defined on compactly supported
groupoid cohomology: the only thing that remains to check is that i induces inclusions of isotropy
groups.
Letting then pm1MO, m2MOq P rMs
2, we have that i ppm1MO, m2MOqq “ pm1K,m2P
˝q. We have
StabMF pm1MO, m2MOq “ Adpm1qMOXAdpm2qMO Ă Adpm1qKXAdpm2qP
˝ “ StabGF pm1K,m2P
˝q
and hence i induces inclusions on isotropy groups.
In the case of groupoids consisting of groups acting on sets with compatible maps, the pullback
square is obtained by taking the pullback of the groups acting on the pullback of the sets (propo-
sition 4.4 (ii) in [5]). It’s clear that the pullback of the groups is MF and that the first factor of
the pullback of the sets is rMs. For the second factor, by definition of pullback of sets we obtain
GF {PO ˆGF {P ˝ rMs “ tpgPO, mMOq P GF {PO ˆ rMs | πpgPOq “ ipmMOqu “
“ tpgPO, mMOq P GF {PO ˆ rMs | gP
˝ “ mP ˝u.
As m PMF , we have mP
˝ Ă PF and thus the above condition forces g P PF too. Let then g “ nv
be its Levi decomposition and notice than that gPO “ nvPO
π
ÞÑ nvP ˝ “ nP ˝. In particular,
mP ˝ “ nP ˝ with m,n PMF forces then mMO “ nMO, i.e. m “ n as cosets in rMs. We obtain
GF {PO ˆGF {P ˝ rMs – PF {PO
with maps
PF {PO
i1
ÝÑ GF {PO and PF {PO
π1
ÝÑ rMs
being respectively inclusion and projection onto theMF -component of the Levi factorization PF “
MF ˙ VF .
Applying lemma 14 shows that for the purpose of moving around cohomology classes, we can
replace the second diagram with the following one:
pMF ñ rMs ˆ PF {POq
π1

i1 // pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {POq
i // G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q
M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
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Using again claim 16 but replacing M with M1, we obtain that
pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ P 1F {P
1
Oq
π1

i1 // pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
1
Oq
π

M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
i
// pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {pP
1q˝q
is also a pullback square of groupoids, with maps satisfying the additional assumptions of lemma
14. Hence we can replace the first diagram by
pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ P 1F {P
1
Oq
π1

i1 // pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
1
Oq
i // G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q
M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
Finally claim 16 with G replaced by M and M by M1 yields the pullback square of groupoids
pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ pP 1MqF {pP
1
MqOq
π1

i1 // pMF ñ rMs ˆMF {pP
1
MqOq
π

M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
i
// pMF ñ rMs ˆMF {pP
1
Mq
˝q
with maps again satisfying the additional assumption of lemma 14. This allows us to replace the
third diagram with
pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ pP 1MqF {pP
1
MqOq
π1

i1 // pMF ñ rMs ˆMF {pP
1
MqOq
i //M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
Notice that the map i : pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
1
Oq ÝÑ G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q involved in the first diagram
factors through the similar map i : pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {POq ÝÑ G “ pGF ñ rGs
2q of the second
diagram, hence it remains to show that the diagrams
pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ P 1F {P
1
Oq
π

i1 // pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
1
Oq
i // pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {POq
M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
and
pMF ñ rMs ˆ PF {POq
π

i // pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {POq
pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ pP 1MqF {pP
1
MqOq
π

i //M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
M 1 “ pM 1F ñ rM
1s2q
induce the same map in cohomology. This is a consequence of the following
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Claim 17. The diagram
pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ P 1F {P
1
Oq
π1

i1 // pMF ñ rMs ˆ PF {POq
π

pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ pP 1MqF {pP
1
MqOq i
//M “ pMF ñ rMs
2q
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the assumption of lemma 14.
Proof. First of all, π comes from the pullback square of claim 16, hence it is a finite covering of
groupoids as shown in the proof of lemma 14.
Also, i is the composition of two maps pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ pP 1MqF {pP
1
MqOq
i1
ÝÑ pMF ñ rMs ˆMF {pP
1
M qOq
i
ÝÑ
M , with i1 coming from the pullback square of claim 16 and thus inducing injections on isotropy
groups and a finite-fibers map on connected components by the proof of lemma 14. On the other
hand, pMF ñ rMs ˆMF {pP
1
MqOq ÝÑ M induces injections on isotropy groups and a finite-fibers
map on connected components by the remark following definition 11.
It remains to check that pM 1F ñ rM
1s ˆ P 1F {P
1
Oq with the given maps π
1 and i1 is indeed the
pullback square. Just as before, by proposition 4.4(ii) in [5] we can compute the pullback of the
groups and the sets separately. It is clear that the pullback of the groups is M 1F , and that the
pullback of the sets - computed separately on each factor - has first factor equal to rM 1s. Finally,
For the second factor by definition of pullback of sets we obtain
PF {POˆMF {MOpP
1
MqF {pP
1
MqO “ tppPO, p
1pP 1MqOq P PF {POˆpP
1
MqF {pP
1
MqO | πppPOq “ ipp
1pP 1MqOqu “
“ tppPO, p
1pP 1MqOq P PF {POˆpP
1
MqF {pP
1
MqO |mMO “ p
1MO using the Levi decomposition p “ mvu.
In other words, there exists m0 P MO such that m “ p
1m0. Notice that we have then pPO “
mvPO “ p
1m0vm
´1
0 PO “ p
1rvPO, since MF normalizes VF . We obtain then
tppPO, p
1pP 1MqOq P PF {PO ˆ pP
1
MqF {pP
1
MqO |mMO “ p
1MO with p “ mvu “
“ tpp1rvPO, p1pP 1MqOq P PF {PO ˆ pP 1MqF {pP 1MqOu ” P 1F {P 1O
with maps
P 1F {P
1
O
i1
ÝÑ PF {PO and P
1
F {P
1
O
π1
ÝÑ pP 1MqF {pP
1
MqO
the first one being inclusion and the second one induced by the semidirect product decomposition
P 1F “ pP
1
MqF˙VF , which is just the restriction to P
1
F of the Levi decomposition PF “MF˙VF .
6 Satake homomorphism via the Universal Principal Se-
ries
In this section we prove that the map defined in the previous one is a morphism of graded algebras
(at least in degrees 0 and 1): notice indeed that the construction of section 5 holds in any degree,
and provides us with a Satake map in all degrees - but at the present time the only thing we
can show in full generality is that SGM is an algebra homomorphism in degrees 0 and 1. We also
describe in this section under what conditions SGM is an algebra homomorphism in all degrees,
and we make them explicit for M “ T. In particular, we complete in this section the proofs of
theorems 1 and 2.
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To show that our Satake map is a morphism, we re-interpret it in a different way, via a
generalization to the derived setting of the classical universal principal series.
We start by recalling the classical definition of the Satake homomorphism via the universal
principal series (see for instance [17], section 4). Consider the space of compactly supported,
locally constant functions on G which are left-invariant by K and right-invariant by TpOqUpF q -
let us temporarily denote this by C8c pKzG{B
˝q. This module admits a left action of H0pG,Kq
by convolution on the left, and a right action of the group algebra of TpF q{TpOq – X˚pTq.
Moreover, using the Iwasawa and then the Levi decomposition one shows that C8c pKzG{B
˝q is
a free module of rank 1 over this group algebra, with the isomorphism given by f ÞÑ 1.f where
1 “ 1KTpOqUpF q is the ‘spherical vector’. Therefore, the rule F.1 “ 1.S
G
T pF q yields a well-defined
algebra homomorphism from H0pGq to the group algebra of X˚pTq, which coincide with the
classical spherical Hecke algebra of the torus.
In this section we generalize the above construction to our derived setting, at least for the
degree 1 part of the derived Hecke algebra. The degree 1 obstacle is of technical nature, and it
does not seem easy to bypass for a general Levi subgroup M (even though it disappears if we take
modl-torsion coefficients, rather than modp-torsion).
Our construction (with groupoids generalizing the spaces involved in the universal principal
series description above) gives rise to a homomorphism which we show coincide with the map
defined in section 5 by comparing explicit formulas.6
Let P “ M˙ V be a standard parabolic, with M the standard Levi factor.
Lemma 18. Consider the groupoid P “ pPF ñ rMs
2q (where the use that rMs “ MF {MO “
PF {P
˝) and the continuous morphism i : M ÝÑ P defined as the identity on the spaces, and the
inclusion MF ãÑ PF at the level of groups.
This induces a pullback map in compactly supported cohomology i˚ : H˚c pP q ÝÑ H
˚
c pMq, and
each compactly supported cohomology is a derived Hecke algebra (respectively HP and HMq as per
propositions 12 and 10.
The pullback i˚ : HP ÝÑ HM is an isomorphism of graded algebras.
Proof. We start by remarking that the pullback along i indeed preserves compact support, because
π0P “ P
˝zPF {P
˝ ” MOzMF {MO “ π0M by the Levi decomposition. The map induced by i on
connected components is thus the identity, and in particular it has finite fibers.
As usual, we interpret the algebra HP as PpF q-equivariant cohomology classes
A : PpF q{P ˝ ˆ PpF q{P ˝ ÝÑ
à
x,yPPpF q{P ˝
H˚ pPpF qx,yq
with support on finitely many orbits and such that A pmP ˝, nP ˝q P H˚ pPpF qm,nq.
Denoting by PpF qm,n “ StabPpF qpmP
˝, nP ˝q and MpF qm,n “ StabMpF qpmMO, nMOq, we have
an explicit formula for the pullback map i˚ : HP ÝÑ HM , A ÞÑ rA as
rA pmMO, nMOq “ resPpF qm,nMpF qm,nA pmP ˝, nP ˝q . (3)
To check that this is an algebra homomorphism, we need to show that given A,B P HP we
have i˚A ˝ i˚B “ i˚pA ˝ Bq as elements of H˚c pMq. We interpret both sides in terms of the usual
6This comparison has in fact already been done in section 5.
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groupoids diagrams:
A P P P Q B
pPF ñ rMs
3q
i1,2
gg◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆
i2,3
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
i1,3

P
M
i
OO
is the diagram representing the right hand side, while
A P P P Q B
i˚A P M
i
OO
M Q i˚B
i
OO
pMF ñ rMs
3q
i1,2
ggPPPPPPPPPPPP
i2,3
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
i1,3

M
is the diagram representing the left hand side. By composing the arrows on top, this latter diagram
simplifies to
A P P P Q B
pMF ñ rMs
3q
i˝i1,2
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
i˝i2,3
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
i1,3

M
As for the other diagram, we use the following fact:
Claim 19. The diagram
pMF ñ rMs
3q
i

i1,3 //M
i

pPF ñ rMs
3q
i1,3
// P
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the assumption of lemma 14: that is to say,
i1,3 is a finite covering morphism and i induces inclusion on isotropy groups, and a finite-fibers
map on connected components.
Proof of claim. Notice that i1,3 is clearly a continuous covering morphism, since we have the same
group PF acting on both the source and the target groupoid. Moreover, given pxP
˝, yP ˝, zP ˝q P
ObprMs3q we have that
StabP ppxP
˝, yP ˝, zP ˝qq “ AdpxqP ˝ X AdpyqP ˝ X AdpzqP ˝ “ MpF qx,y,zVpF q
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while
StabP ppxP
˝, zP ˝qq “ AdpxqP ˝ X AdpzqP ˝ “ MpF qx,zVpF q
so that the index of the inclusion of isotropy groups is the index rMpF qx,z : MpF qx,y,zs, which is
finite since MpOq is open and compact in MpF q. This proves that i1,3 is a finite covering morphism,
since it also implies that MpF qx,y,z is open in MpF qx,z.
That i induces an inclusion of isotropy groups is immediate, and as for the connected components
we have that π0M “ MOzMF {MO ” P
˝zPF {P
˝ “ π0P , so that the map induced by i is in fact a
bijection.
It remains to show that the pullback square is indeed pMF ñ rMs
3q, with the maps as given in
the diagram. As mentioned before, the pullback square of a diagram of groupoids given by groups
acting on sets with compatible maps is the pullback of the groups acting on the pullback of the
sets.
The pullback groups is obviously MF , while for the sets we get rMs
3. The maps are the ones
given.
The usual application of lemma 14 shows then that the diagram for the right hand side is
replaced by
A P P P Q B
pPF ñ rMs
3q
i1,2
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
i2,3
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
pMF ñ rMs
3q
i
OO
i1,3

M
and after composing the upper arrows the latter diagram becomes identical to the one for i˚A˝i˚B.
This proves that the pullback is an algebra homomorphism. It remains to show that it is
bijective: this amounts to showing that the two spaces of compactly supported cohomology classes
are identified as S-modules under pullback.
Given that we have an equality of double coset spaces P ˝zPF {P
˝ ” MOzMF {MO and in light
of the explicit formula 3, it suffices to check that
H i
`
StabPpF q pP
˝, xP ˝q , S
˘ res
ÝÑ H i
`
StabMpF q pMO, xMOq , S
˘
is an isomorphism for all i ě 0. We find
StabPpF q pP
˝, xP ˝q “ P ˝ X xP ˝x´1 “
“
`
MO X xMOx
´1
˘
VF “ MpOqxVpF q
and
StabMpF q pMO, xMOq “MO X xMOx
´1 “ MpOqx.
Hence we need to show that the restriction map
res : H i pMpOqxVpF q, Sq ÝÑ H
i pMpOqx, Sq
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is an isomorphism in all degrees 0 and 1. In degree 0 this is obvious, as both cohomology groups
are copies of S and the map is the identity map.
In degree 1, both cohomology groups are Hom-groups, so it suffices to show that VpF q Ă
rMpOqxVpF q,MpOqxVpF qs. The equality π0P ” π0M implies that x can be chosen among a set of
coset representatives for MOzMF {MO, and the Cartan decomposition for M says that we can then
choose x P TF . Therefore, TpOq Ă MpOqx and hence we can show that VpF q is in the commutator
subgroup of TpOqVpF q Ă MpOqxVpF q by working on each root space UαpF q Ă VpF q - here we
use crucially that the cardinality of the residue field of F is at least 5.
The following argument that finishes the proof for all degrees i ą 1 (and in fact works for i “ 1
as well) was suggested to us by Florian Herzig, who we are very thankful to.
Consider the short exact sequence 1 ÝÑ VpF q ÝÑ MpOqxVpF q ÝÑ MpOqx ÝÑ 1 where we
identify the quotient with the Levi factor. The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for continuous
cohomology with trivial S-coefficients gives
E
p,q
2 “ H
p pMpOqx, H
qpVpF q, Sqq ñ Hp`q pMpOqxVpF q, Sq .
It suffices to prove that HqpVpF q, Sq “ 0 for all q ě 1. Indeed, it will follow that the spectral se-
quence collapses on the second page, and the inflation map HppMpOqx, Sq
infl
ÝÑ HppMpOqxVpF q, Sq
is an isomorphism in all degrees p ě 0. A consideration on the cochain complex shows easily
that inflation is a right inverse to restriction, and thus we will obtain that the restriction map
HppMpOqxVpF q, Sq ÝÑ H
ppMpOqx, Sq is an isomorphism as well.
We prove that HqpVpF q, Sq “ 0 for any q ě 1 by induction on dimV. The inductive step is
immediate: as V is nilpotent, if dimV ě 2 we can choose a short exact sequence 1 ÝÑ V1 ÝÑ
V ÝÑ V2 ÝÑ 1 having dimV ą dimV1, dimV ě 1 and then Hochschild-Serre yields
E
p,q
2 “ H
p pV2pF q, HqpV1pF q, Sqq ñ Hp`q pV pF q, Sq .
By induction, HqpV1pF q, Sq “ 0 for all q ě 1 and thus the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
collapses on the second page, to yield that the inflation map HppV2pF q, Sq ÝÑ HppVpF q, Sq is an
isomorphism in all degrees p ě 0. By repeating the argument replacing V with V2, we can assume
that dimV2 “ 1, and then the claim will follow from the base case of the induction.
It remains thus to show that HqpF, Sq “ 0 for all q ě 1. For F “ Qp this has been proved by
Emerton in the course of the proof of lemma 4.3.7 in [14]. By induction on d “ dimQp F (the base
case being Emerton’s result), the general case follows by using again the Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence for 1 ÝÑ Q‘d´1p ÝÑ F – Q
‘d
p ÝÑ Qp ÝÑ 1 - or alternatively the Ku¨nneth formula for
continuous cohomology.
Remark. Notice that the last part of the proof holds verbatim even for coefficient rings S where
p is invertible. Indeed, the only place where we used that S “ Z{paZ is when invoking Emerton’s
result but his proof describes H ipQp, Sq as an inverse limit of copies of H
ippkZp, Sq - all these are
trivially zero if p is invertible in S, for any i ě 1.
We now give a brief description of the content of the rest of this section. Consider the topolog-
ical groupoid pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq whose compactly supported cohomology H
˚
c pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq is
the space HP pPO, P
˝q of PpF q-invariant cohomology classes A on PF {PO ˆ PF {P
˝, supported on
finitely many orbits and such that
A pxPO, yP
˝q P H˚
`
StabPpF q pxPO, yP
˝q , S
˘
.
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We have a continuous morphism of topological groupoids
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
i
ÝÑ pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q
given by inclusion PF ãÑ GF at the level of groups, ‘identity’ on the first component rP s “
PF {PO ” G{K “ rGs and injection on the second component PF {P
˝ ãÑ GF {P
˝. This turns out
to be a homotopy equivalence (see fact 22) and thus gives an isomorphism on cohomology via
pullback.
We also have a convolution action of HG on the left of H
˚
c pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q (denoted
HGpK,P
˝q from now on) as well as a convolution action of HP on the right of HP pPO, P
˝q.
The diagram
HG “ HGpK,Kq
##
HGpK,P
˝q
i˚–

HP pPO, P
˝q HP pP
˝, P ˝q “ HPdd
where the curved arrows denote the aforementioned actions, allows us to view the middle column
HGpK,P
˝q – HP pPO, P
˝q as a pHG,HP q-bimodule: this is proved in fact 23.
It turns out that by choosing a specific7 element 1 P HP pPO, P
˝q, the convolution action
HP pPO, P
˝q ð HP provides a morphism of (right) HP -modules via A ÞÑ 1.A which is an isomor-
phism in degrees 0 and 1 and in all degrees if P “ B and p is large enough - see proposition 20 for
explicit bounds.
This allows us to define an algebra morphism S : Hď1G ÝÑ H
ď1
P (respectively, S : HG ÝÑ HP
if the last part of proposition 20 holds) intrinsically via the rule F.1 “ 1.SpF q, as in definition 12.
Composing with the isomorphism given by lemma 18 yields an algebra morphism Hď1G ÝÑ H
ď1
M
(respectively, S : HG ÝÑ HM if the last part of proposition 20 holds) as in definition 13 and the
final part of this section proves - by obtaining explicit formulas - that this morphism coincides
with the Satake map defined in section 5.
Proposition 20. Consider the following push-pull diagram of groupoids
pPF ñ rP s ˆ PF {P
˝q pPF ñ PF {P
˝ ˆ PF {P
˝q “ P
pPF ñ rP s ˆ PF {P
˝ ˆ PF {P
˝q
i1,2
kk❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲
i2,3
33❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ PF {P
˝q
The above diagram yields a well-posed action by convolution of HP on HP pPO, P
˝q, giving the
latter the structure of a graded right HP -module.
In particular, let 1 be the element of HP pPO, P
˝q supported on the PF -orbit of pPO, P
˝q and
such that 1 pPO, P
˝q P H0 pPO, Sq is the element 1 of S. Then the map
HP ÝÑ HP pPO, P
˝q F ÞÑ 1.F
7This is the spherical vector.
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is a degree-preserving morphism of graded HP -modules, and when restricted to H
ď1
P it is an iso-
morphism onto its image Hď1P pPO, P
˝q.
If P “ B “ T˙ U, p ě h and8 either
• F “ Qp or
• F {Qp is a Galois extension of degree d “ ef and
9 pf ´ 1 ą 2dph´ 1q,
then the map
HB ÝÑ HB pBO, B
˝q F ÞÑ 1.F
is an isomorphism in every degree.
Proof. The first part of the proposition is an application of fact 39, so we need to check the
three conditions in the statement of that result to obtain a well-posed algebra action of HP on
HP pPO, P
˝q.
To show condition 3, i.e. that i1,3 is a finite covering morphism, it suffices to check that the
injection of isotropy groups is an open inclusion of finite index for one object in each connected
component of the source groupoid. Let then pPO, mP
˝, nP ˝q P rP s ˆ rMs2, whose stabilizer
is PpOq X MpF qm,nVpF q “ MpOqm,nVpOq. We have i1,3 ppPO, mP
˝, nP ˝qq “ pPO, nP
˝q whose
stabilizer is PpOq XMpF qnVpF q “ MpOqnVpOq and hence the index is rMpOqn : MpOqm,ns which
is finite as MpOq Ă MpF q is open and compact; moreover MpOqnVpOq is compact, so the inclusion
is open.
Next we check condition 1: given A P H˚c pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq and B P HP , we show that the
cohomology class i˚1,2AY i
˚
2,3B is i1,3-fiberwise compactly supported. This boils down to the index
rStabPF pxPOq : StabPF pxPO, mP
˝qs being finite. Conjugating by x´1 yields that this index is the
same as rStabPF pPOq : StabPF pPO, x
´1mP ˝qs, and since x´1mP ˝ “ m1P ˝ for some m1 P MF , we
obtain that the index is rPpOq : PpOqXMpF qm1VpF qs “ rPpOq : MpOqm1VpOqs “ rMpOq : MpOqm1s
which is finite.
Finally, we need to check condition 2: since VF is normal in PF , we have
POmP
˝nP ˝ “ POmMOnP
˝ “ VO pMOmMOnMOq VF .
SinceMO ĂMF is open and compact, we have a finite disjoint unionMOmMOnMO “
ŮN
i“1MOmiMO
and thus
POmP
˝nP ˝ “ VO
˜
Nğ
i“1
MOmiMO
¸
VF “
Nď
i“1
POmiP
˝.
This completes the proof of the first part of the proposition. It is then an immediate consequence
of the structure of right HP -module on HP pPO, P
˝q that the map F ÞÑ 1.F is a morphism of right
HP -modules. It is also clearly degree preserving, since 1 P HP pPO, P
˝q is supported in degree 0.
It remains to show that F ÞÑ 1.F is bijective in degree at most 1. Both HP and HP pPO, P
˝q
can be broken down into direct sums of cohomology algebras of groups indexed by the same
double coset set MOzMF {MO: more precisely, HP –
À
mPMOzMF {MO
H˚ pMpOqmVpF q, Sq and
HP pPO, P
˝q –
À
mPMOzMF {MO
H˚ pMpOqmVpOq, Sq.
8Recall that h is the Coxeter number of G, defined as the maximum of xρ, α_y ` 1, where ρ is the half-sum of
positive roots and α varies among the positive roots Φ`pG,Tq.
9Recall that f denotes the residue field degree.
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By definition of the convolution action, we have
p1.F q pPO, mP
˝q “
ÿ
xP ˝PPF {P ˝
1 pPO, xP
˝q Y F pxP ˝, mP ˝q ,
but since 1 is supported on the PF -orbit of pPO, P
˝q, for a summand to be nonzero we need
x P PO Ă P
˝ and hence we can pick xP ˝ “ P ˝ and get
p1.F q pPO, mP
˝q “ 1 pPO, P
˝q Y F pP ˝, mP ˝q .
More precisely, since Stab pPO, P
˝q “ PO, Stab pP
˝, mP ˝q “ pMO XmMOm
´1q VF and Stab pPO, mP
˝q “
pMO XmMOm
´1q VO we obtain
p1.F q pPO, mP
˝q “ cores
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqmVpOq
´
res
PpOq
MpOqmVpOq
1 pPO, P
˝q Y res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqmVpOq
F pP ˝, mP ˝q
¯
and since cupping with 1 does not do anything, even after restriction,
p1.F q pPO, mP
˝q “ res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqmVpOq
F pP ˝, mP ˝q . (4)
This explicit formula shows that bijectivity amounts to the restriction map
res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqmVpOq
: H i pMpOqmVpF q, Sq ÝÑ H
i pMpOqmVpOq, Sq
being an isomorphism for all i “ 0, 1 and for all m in a choice of representatives for POzPF {P
˝ ”
MOzMF {MO. Then choosing m P X
M
˚ pTq´, the antidominant cocharacters for M, allows us to
show that TpOq Ă MpOqm and then run the same argument as in lemma 18, using again that
|k| ě 5.
Remark. As in the lemma 18, it is immediate from the proof that the map F ÞÑ 1.F is an
isomorphism in degree less than k, where k is the greatest integer such that the restriction map
H i pMpOqmVpF q, Sq ÝÑ H
i pMpOqmVpOq, Sq is an isomorphism for all m P MOzMF {MO and for
all i ď k.
In the course of the proof of lemma 18, we showed that the restriction map
res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqm
: H i pMpOqmVpF q, Sq ÝÑ H
i pMpOqm, Sq
is an isomorphism for all m P MF and for all i ě 0. Since the restriction maps factor for
multiple inclusions, showing that H i pMpOqmVpF q, Sq
res
ÝÑ H i pMpOqmVpOq, Sq is an isomorphism
is equivalent to showing that
res
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqm
: H i pMpOqmVpOq, Sq ÝÑ H
i pMpOqm, Sq
is an isomorphism.
If S is a ring where p is invertible, using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence as in the proof
of lemma 18 allows one to show that Hq pV pOq, Sq “ 0 for all q ě 1, and hence this restriction map
is an isomorphism in all degrees, proving that the map HP ÝÑ HP pPO, P
˝q is an isomorphism of
right HP -modules in all degrees. This observation and the remark after the proof of lemma 18 are
the crucial steps to prove corollary 3.
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Assume now that P “ B “ T ˙ U and that p ě h. Thanks to the remark, to finish the proof
of the proposition it remains to show that the restriction map
res
TpOqUpOq
TpOq : H
i pTpOqUpOq, Sq ÝÑ H i pTpOq, Sq
is an isomorphism in all degrees as long as one of the additional conditions in the statement holds.
To show that the restriction map is an isomorphism, it suffices to check that the inflation
map induced by BpOq։ BpOq{UpOq – TpOq is also an isomorphism (one can check that the two
isomorphism statements are equivalent by working on cochain representatives).
Now, the inflation map is the edge map in the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence induced by
1 ÝÑ UpOq ÝÑ BpOq ÝÑ TpOq ÝÑ 1; this spectral sequence reads
E
ij
2 “ H
i
`
TpOq, Hj pUpOq, Sq
˘
ñ H i`j pBpOq, Sq ,
thus to show that the inflation map is an isomorphism it suffices to prove that Eij2 “ 0 for all
i ě 0, j ě 1.
Consider the short exact sequence of trivial BpOq-representations:
0 ÝÑ Zp
¨pn
ÝÑ Zp ÝÑ Z{p
n ÝÑ 0
which induces a long exact sequence in UpOq-cohomology from which for every j ě 1 we extract
the following short exact sequence:
0 ÝÑ Hj pUpOq,Zpq {p
nHj pUpOq,Zpq ÝÑ H
j pUpOq,Z{pnq ÝÑ Hj`1 pUpOq,Zpq rp
ns ÝÑ 1.
An immediate consequence of fact 21 below is that H˚ pUpOq,Zpq is torsion-free. This torsion-
freeness implies that the third term of the last short exact sequence is zero, and we conclude that
Hj pUpOq,Z{pnq is the cokernel of the multiplication by pn on Hj pUpOq,Zpq:
1 ÝÑ Hj pUpOq,Zpq
¨pn
ÝÑ Hj pUpOq,Zpq ÝÑ H
j pUpOq,Z{pnq ÝÑ 1.
The above sequence is in fact a short exact sequence of TpOq-representations, so we obtain a long
exact sequence in T pOq-cohomology:
. . . ÝÑ H i
`
TpOq, Hj pUpOq,Zpq
˘ ¨pn
ÝÑ H i
`
TpOq, Hj pUpOq,Zpq
˘
ÝÑ
ÝÑ H i
`
TpOq, Hj pUpOq,Z{pnq
˘
ÝÑ H i`1
`
TpOq, Hj pUpOq,Zpq
˘ ¨pn
ÝÑ . . .
and hence it suffices to show that H i pTpOq, Hj pUpOq,Zpqq is zero for all i ě 0 and all j ě 1.
We now need the following result, which is an immediate consequence of corollary 2 and
theorem 4 from [25].
Fact 21. Let F {Qp be a finite Galois extension. Let G be a connected, reductive, split group over
F . Fix a maximal split torus T and a Borel subgroup containing it B “ T˙ U. Assume also that
compatible OF -models of all these have been fixed. Let W be the Weyl group.
Then Hj pUpOF q,Zpq is a direct sum of modules
10 VOF
´ř
σPGalpF {Qpq
wσ ¨ 0
¯
as we vary wσ PW
subject to the condition
ř
σPGalpF {Qpq
lpwσq “ j.
11
10We denote by VOF pλq a free, rank 1 OF -module where TpOF q acts via the character λ P X
˚pTq.
11These modules come with multiplicity, but for our current purposes that’s not important.
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Fix one such module VO
´ř
σPGalpF {Qpq
wσ ¨ 0
¯
. Notice that wσ ¨ 0 “ wσ p0` ρq´ ρ “ wσpρq´ ρ.
In particular, ÿ
σPGalpF {Qpq
wσ ¨ 0 “
ÿ
σPGalpF {Qpq
pwσρ´ ρq “
ÿ
σPGalpF {Qpq
wσpρq ´ dρ.
Since the Weyl group action on the character group preserves the canonical inner product (see
Bourbaki [3], chapter VII, section 1, subsection 1, proposition 3), the only way we could haveř
σPGalpF {Qpq
wσ ¨ 0 equal to zero is if each wσpρq “ ρ. The Weyl group acts with trivial stabilizer
on the half-sum of positive roots ρ, so that would impliy that wσ “ id for each σ P GalpF {Qpq,
but then
ř
lpwσq “ 0, which is not the case.
This shows that
ř
σPGalpF {Qpq
wσ ¨ 0 P X
˚pTq is not the zero character.
• Suppose first that F “ Qp, so there’s only one w “ wσ. For each cocharacter µ, notice that
we have
xµ, wρ´ ρy “ xµ, wρy ´ xµ, ρy “ xw´1µ, ρy ´ xµ, ρy “ xpw´1 ´ idqµ, ρy.
Since w has finite order c, the transformation pw´1´ idq on the lattice of cocharacters X˚ pTq
is invertible, with inverse ´
řc´1
i“0pw
´1qi. In particular, we pick a simple coroot α_ and we
can find µ P X˚ pTq such that w
´1µ´ µ “ α_. Fix such a µ.
We obtain then
xµ, wρ´ ρy “ xpw´1 ´ idqµ, ρy “ xα_, ρy “ 1
where the last equality is due to the fact that ρ is the sum of the fundamental weights, and
hence pairs to 1 with any simple coroot.
• Suppose instead that F {Qp is a degree d Galois extension with residue field degree d, and
assume pf ´ 1 ą 2dph´ 1q.
By definition of the Coxeter number, we have xρ, α_y ď h ´ 1 for each positive root α P
Φ`pG,Tq and also xρ, α_y ě 0 for each positive root α, since ρ pairs to 1 with each simple
coroot. On the other hand, if β P Φ´pG,Tq is a negative root, then we have ´ pβ_q “ p´βq_
(as one can verify by pairing against all roots). In particular, ´xρ, β_y “ xρ,´ pβ_qy “
xρ, p´βq_y and thus 0 ě xρ, β_y ě ´ph´ 1q for all β P Φ´ pG,Tq.
We conclude that
|xρ, α_y| ď h´ 1 @α P ΦpG,Tq. (5)
Since the Weyl group permutes the coroots, we obtain that
|xw ¨ 0, α_y| “ |xwρ´ ρ, α_y| “ |xwρ, α_y ´ xρ, α_y| ď
ď |xwρ, α_y| ` |xρ, α_y| “
ˇˇ
xρ, w´1α_y
ˇˇ
` |xρ, α_y| ď ph´ 1q ` ph´ 1q “ 2ph´ 1q.
We thus obtain the (rough) estimate thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇxÿ
σ
wσ ¨ 0, α
_y
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďÿ
σ
|xwσ ¨ 0, α
_y| ď d ¨ 2ph´ 1q.
So if
pf ´ 1 ą 2dph´ 1q (6)
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we obtain that there exists a cocharacter µ P X˚pTq (in fact, a coroot) such that through
the perfect pairing X˚pTq ˆX˚pTq ÝÑ Z we have xµ,
řd
j“1wj ¨ 0y R pp
f ´ 1qZ. Fix one such
µ.
The rest of the proof is identical for both cases.
Let k be the residue field of F . We fix a splitting O˚F – k
˚ˆp1`̟OF q by using the Teichmuller
lift. Let then C “ µpkq Ă T pOF q; this is a quotient of k
˚, and hence is cyclic. Fixing a generator
ε of k˚ we have that µpεq generates C.
The usual trick with the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence allows us to reduce to showing
that Ha pC, VOF p
ř
σ wσ ¨ 0qq “ 0 for all a ě 0, where now x P C acts on OF by multiplication by
p
ř
σ wσ ¨ 0qpxq. Since C is cyclic these cohomology groups can be easily computed.
The cohomology groups in even degrees are zero: indeed they are a quotient of the C-invariants,
which are zero since the generator µpεq of C acts by multiplication by εxµ,
ř
σ wσ ¨0y ‰ 1, thanks to
our assumptions on µ.
To show that the cohomology groups in odd degrees are 0, it suffices to show that multiplication
by µpεq´ id is invertible on VOF p
ř
σ wσ ¨ 0q. Since µpεq´ id acts as multiplication by ε
xµ,
ř
σ wσ ¨0y´1,
it’s enough to prove that εxµ,
ř
σ wσ¨0y ‰ 1 mod ̟OF , which is again clear thanks to our assumption
that xµ,
ř
σ wσ ¨ 0y is not divisible by p
f ´ 1. This finishes the proof of proposition 20.
Recall that the compactly supported cohomology of the groupoid pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q is the
space HGpK,P
˝q of G-invariant cohomology classes
f : G{K ˆG{P ˝ ÝÑ
à
H˚ pStabGpxK, yP
˝q, Sq
supported on finitely many orbits and such that fpxK, yP ˝q P H˚ pStabGpxK, yP
˝q, Sq.
Fact 22. We have a degree-preserving isomorphism HGpK,P
˝q ÝÑ HP pPO, P
˝q induced as pull-
back on cohomology by the homotopy equivalence of topological groupoids
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
i
ÝÑ pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q
given by inclusion PF ãÑ GF at the level of groups, ‘identity’ on the first component rP s “ PF {PO ”
G{K “ rGs and injection on the second component PF {P
˝ ãÑ GF {P
˝.
Explicitly, the map is realized as
HGpK,P
˝q ÝÑ HP pPO, P
˝q F ÞÑ rF with rF pPO, mP ˝q “ F pK,mP ˝q
for all m PMOzMF {MO, which are representatives for the G-orbits on G{K ˆG{P
˝ as well as for
the PF -orbits on PF {PO ˆ PF {P
˝.
Notice that the map F ÞÑ rF indeed coincide with the pullback i˚ : H˚c pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P ˝q ÝÑ
H˚c pPF ñ rP s ˆ PF {P
˝q. In particular, i induces injections on isotropy groups which are in fact
bijections, so that no restriction map is needed: we have
StabGpK,mP
˝q “ K XmP ˝m´1 “ K X PF XmP
˝m´1 “ PO XmP
˝m´1 “ StabPpF qpPO, mP
˝q,
showing that i is indeed a homotopy equivalence.
Fact 23. The above isomorphism allows us then to view HGpK,P
˝q – HP pPO, P
˝q as a bimodule
for the algebras HG and HP , the former acting by convolution on the left factor of HGpK,P
˝q and
the latter acting by convolution on the right factor of HP pPO, P
˝q.
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We show that we have indeed a bi-module structure - that is to say, the two convolution actions
commute with each other. This resembles strongly fact 41 from appendix A, but is not quite the
same since we have the map i inducing an isomorphism in cohomology ‘in the middle’. We give
then all details, even though the proof boils down to a diagram chasing very similar to that of fact
41.
Proof. Let A P HG, B P HP and F P H
˚ pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q. The convolution pA.F q.B is
represented by the following diagram:
A P G pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
˝q Q F
pGF ñ rGs
2 ˆGF {P
˝q
i1,2
hh❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
i2,3
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
i1,3

pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsqi
oo pPF ñ rMs
2q Q B
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i1,2
OO
i2,3
33❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
i1,3

ppA.F q.Bq P pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
Claim 24. The diagram
pGF ñ rGs
2 ˆGF {P
˝q
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
i1,3,4

i˝i1,2,3
oo
pGF ñ rGs ˆGF {P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i˝i1,2oo
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the assumption of lemma 14: that is to
say, i1,3 is a finite covering morphism and i ˝ i1,2 induces inclusion on isotropy groups.
Proof of claim. We have shown above that i induces a bijection between isotropy groups, and since
i1,2 : pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q ÝÑ pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq is clearly a covering morphism, the composition
i ˝ i1,2 also induces inclusion of isotropy groups.
Clearly i1,3 is a covering morphism, since GF acts on both groupoids. To prove that the in-
clusion of isotropy groups is open and finite index, we take a representative pp1K, p2K,P
˝q for
a fixed connected component of pGF ñ rGs
2 ˆGF {P
˝q. Then StabPF pp1K, p2K,P
˝q “ Adpp1qKX
Adpp2qKXP
˝ “ Adpp1qPOXAdpp2qPOXP
˝, while StabPF pi1,3 pp1K, p2K,P
˝qq “ StabPF pp1K,P
˝q “
Adpp1qK X P
˝ “ Adpp1qPO X P
˝. Since P ˝ is closed inside PF , we obtain that Adpp1qPO X P
˝
is closed inside the compact Adpp1qPO, hence compact. But Adpp2qPO is open in PF , thus the
intersection Adpp2qPO X pAdpp1qPO X P
˝q is open in the compact Adpp1qPO X P
˝, and thus finite
index.
It remains to show that the pullback is the given one. The group acting is obviously PF , as
for the set we have that `
rGs2 ˆGF {P
˝
˘
ˆrGsˆGF {P ˝
`
rP s ˆ rMs2
˘
“
33
“ tppp1K, p2K, g3P
˝q, pp11K, p
1
2K, p
1
3P
˝qq | pp1K, g3P
˝q “ pp11K, p
1
2P
˝qu
which forces g3 P PF , and completes the proof.
Thus lemma 14 allows us to replace the original diagram with the following:
G pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q
pGF ñ rGs
2 ˆG{P ˝q
i1,2
ggPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
i2,3
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
i˝i1,2,3
oo
i1,2,4

pPF ñ rMs
2q
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i2,3
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
Applying lemma 13 to the subdiagram
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
i1,2,4 **❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯
pPF ñ rMs
2q
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i2,3
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
makes it equivalent to
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
i1,2,4 **❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯
i3,4 // pPF ñ rMs
2q
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
and replacing this into the last diagram and composing pullbacks we obtain that pA.F q.B is given
by
A P G F P pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rMs
2q Q B
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
i1,2
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
i˝i2,3
OO
i3,4
33❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
i1,4

ppA.F q.Bq P pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
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Consider now A.pF.Bq: the relevant diagram is
F P pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
ioo pPF ñ rMs
2q Q B
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i2,3
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
i1,2
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
i1,3

A P G pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
i
♠
oo
pGF ñ rGs
2 ˆG{P ˝q
i1,2
jj❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱
i2,3
OO
i1,3

pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
ioo
where the symbol ♠ is to remember that although the pullback in cohomology goes as i˚ :
H˚ pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q ÝÑ H˚ pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq, we use the fact that it is an isomorphism
and instead move the cohomology class F.B in the opposite direction.
Claim 25. The diagram
pGF ñ rGs
2 ˆG{P ˝q
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMsq
i1,3

i
oo
pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
ioo
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the assumption of lemma 14: that is to
say, i1,3 is a finite covering morphism and i induces inclusion on isotropy groups.
Proof of claim. We have already shown that i1,3 is a finite covering morphism, and that i induces
bijection on isotropy groups. It remains to show that the pullback is the given one: it is clear that
the group acting is PF , and as for the sets we have`
rGs2 ˆGF {P
˝
˘
ˆrGsˆGF {P ˝ prP s ˆ rMsq “
“ tppp1K, p2K, gP
˝q, pp11PO, p
1
2P
˝qq | pp1K, gP
˝q “ pp11PO, p
1
2P
˝qu
which forces g P PF and concludes the proof.
We apply lemma 14 and then distribute and compose pullbacks, to obtain that the diagram
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for A.pF.Bq is equivalent to
pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
ioo pPF ñ rMs
2q
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i2,3
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
i1,2
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
i1,3

G pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
i
♠
oo
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMsq
i1,2
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
i˝i2,3
OO
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
The two occurences of i cancel out since i˚ is an isomorphism, and we obtain then
pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
ioo pPF ñ rMs
2q
pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i2,3
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
i1,2
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
i1,3

G pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMsq
i1,2
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯ i2,3
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
Claim 26. The diagram
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
i1,2,4

i2,3,4 // pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMsq
i2,3
// pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the assumption of lemma 14: that is to
say, i1,3 is a finite covering morphism and i2,3 induces inclusion on isotropy groups.
Proof of claim. Both i1,3 and i2,3 are covering morphisms, so in particular i2,3 induces inclusion
on isotropy groups. We have already seen that i1,3 is a finite covering morphism, so it remains to
prove that the pullback is the given one. It is obvious that the group acting is PF , and that the
set is the given one.
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Applying lemma 14 yields then
pGF ñ rGs ˆG{P
˝q pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
ioo pPF ñ rMs
2q
G pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
1,2,4

i2,3,4 // pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMs
2q
i2,3
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
i1,2
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMsq
i1,2
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
Applying now lemma 13 to the subdiagram
G pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMs2q
1,2,4
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
pPF ñ rP s
2 ˆ rMsq
i1,2
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
i1,3

pPF ñ rP s ˆ rMsq
and composing pullbacks yields the same diagram that pA.F q.B was equivalent to, and completes
the proof.
Definition 12. We define the homomorphism: SGP : H
ď1
G ÝÑ H
ď1
P implicitly by the following
formula:
F.1 “ 1.SGP pF q @F P H
ď1
G
where recall that 1 P HGpK,P
˝q – HP pPO, P
˝q is supported on the orbit of pK,P ˝q and takes
value 1 P H0pPO, Sq there.
If p ě h and either F “ Qp or F {Qp is a Galois extension of degree d “ ef with 2dph ´ 1q ă
pf ´ 1, we define the homomorphism SGB : HG ÝÑ HB by the same formula.
This is a degree-preserving morphism of algebras: indeed letting F1, F2 P HG be such that
degpF1 ˝ F2q ď 1 we have
pF1 ˝ F2q.1 “ 1.S
G
P pF1 ˝ F2q
but also
pF1˝F2q.1 “ F1.pF2.1q “ F1.
`
1.SGP pF2q
˘
“ pF1.1q .S
G
P pF2q “
`
1.SGP pF1q
˘
.SGP pF2q “ 1.
`
SGP pF1q ˝ S
G
P pF2q
˘
and finally since by proposition 20 the map G ÞÑ 1.G is an isomorphism of HP -modules between
Hď1P and H
ď1
P pPO, P
˝q (or HB and HB pBO, B
˝q, for the second part of the definition), we must
have
SGP pF1 ˝ F2q “ S
G
P pF1q ˝ S
G
P pF2q.
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Definition 13 (Satake homomorphism). We define the Satake homomorphism: SGM : H
ď1
G ÝÑ
Hď1M by composing the previous homomorphism and the isomorphism HP – HM from lemma 18.
Explicitly,
SGMF pmMO, nMOq “ res
PpF qm,n
MpF qm,n
SGPF pmP
˝, nP ˝q .
Again, if p ě h and either F “ Qp or F {Qp is a Galois extension of degree d “ ef with 2dph´1q ă
pf ´ 1, we can define SGT : HG ÝÑ HT in all degrees by the same formula.
Remark. Even for a general parabolic subgroup P “ M ˙ V, following the remarks after lemma
18 and proposition 20, it follows that the same maps SGP and S
G
M are degree-preserving algebra
homomorphisms on HďkG , where k is the largest integer such that the restriction maps
res : H i pMpOqmVpF q, Sq ÝÑ H
i pMpOqmVpOq, Sq and res : H
i pMpOqmVpF q, Sq ÝÑ H
i pMpOqm, Sq
are isomorphisms for all m PMOzMF {MO and for all i ď k.
We want then to get a very explicit formula for SGM . In formula 4 we obtained that p1.GqpPO, mP
˝q “
res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqmVpOq
GpP ˝, mP ˝q for all G P HP .
Let then F P HG and consider
pF.1qpK,mP ˝q “
ÿ
xPG{K–PF {PO
F pK, xKq Y 1pxK,mP ˝q.
We now restrict the choice of possible nonzero summands. We can write x “ nv P MF ˙ VF ,
and since 1 is supported on the PF -orbit of pPO, P
˝q, we need pnvPO, mP
˝q „ pPO, P
˝q. The left
pair is in the same orbit of pPO, v
´1n´1mP ˝q “ pPO, n
´1mP ˝q where the last equality holds since
P ˝ Ą VF . For the summand to be nonzero we need then n
´1m P P ˝ which amounts to saying that
nMO “ mMO. We conclude that
pF.1qpK,mP ˝q “
ÿ
mvPPF {PO
F pK,mvKq Y 1pmvK,mP ˝q
with the usual understanding about taking StabGpK,mP
˝q “ MpOqmVpOq-orbits in the sum, and
using the appropriate restriction and corestriction maps: explicitly
pF.1qpK,mP ˝q “
ÿ
MpOqmVpOqzztmvPPF {POu
cores
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqmVpOqXKmv
resKmv
MpOqmVpOqXKmv
F pK,mvKq (7)
where as usual we have noted that restricting the element 1 and then cupping with it has no effect.
The last term is then equal to
p1.SGPF qpPO, mP
˝q “ res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqmVpOq
SGPF pP
˝, mP ˝q.
In particular,
SGMF pMO, mMOq “ res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqm
SGPF pP
˝, mP ˝q “ res
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqm
˝ res
MpOqmVpF q
MpOqmVpOq
SGP F pP
˝, mP ˝q “
“ res
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqm
p1.SGPF qpPO, mP
˝q “ res
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqm
pF.1qpK,mP ˝q “
“ res
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqm
ÿ
MpOqmVpOqzztmvPPF {POu
cores
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqmVpOqXKmv
resKmv
MpOqmVpOqXKmv
F pK,mvKq. (8)
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We want to apply the double coset formula: notice that for each x P MpOqmzMpOqmVpOq{MpOqmVpOqX
Kmv we have that x pMpOqmVpOq XKmvq x
´1 “ MpOqmVpOq XKxmv. We obtain that
res
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqm
cores
MpOqmVpOq
MpOqmVpOqXKmv
“
ÿ
xPMpOqmzMpOqmVpOq{MpOqmVpOqXKmv
cores
MpOqm
MpOqmXKxmv
res
MpOqmVpOqXKxmv
MpOqmXKxmv
c˚x.
Now clearly each x can be taken in VO, in particular xm “ mxˆ for another xˆ P VF , then we also
have xˆv “ vˆ: this is saying that xmvK “ mvˆK for a change of variables v ÞÑ vˆ in VF {VO.
Also, notice that in the formula for SGMF we are summing over MpOqmVpOq-orbits on classes
mv P PF {PO: the new inner sum
ř
xPMpOqmzMpOqmVpOq{MpOqmVpOqXKmv
correspond to splitting each
MpOqmVpOq-orbit into MpOqm-orbits, and then considering one contribution for each of the latter.
It is clear that this amounts to considering MpOqm-orbits on mv P PF {PO to start with, so we get
SGMF pMO, mMOq “
ÿ
MpOqmzztmvˆPPF {POu
cores
MpOqm
MpOqmXKmvˆ
res
MpOqmVpOqXKmvˆ
MpOqmXKmvˆ
resKmvˆ
MpOqmVpOqXKmvˆ
F pK,mvˆKq
“
ÿ
MpOqmzztmvPPF {POu
cores
MpOqm
MpOqmXKmv
resKmv
MpOqmXKmv
F pK,mvKq (9)
This will be our formula for the derived Satake homomorphism.
7 The image of the Satake homomorphism
We finally prove theorem 4: we first show injectivity of the Satake homomorphism by an adaptation
of the standard ‘unipotence’ argument, and then we describe the upper bound on the image.
The description of the image is where our work on the Satake homomorphism in the pre-
vious sections comes in handy: recall that we want to show that a certain power of p divides
pSGTF qpTO, λp̟qTOq if λ P X˚pTq pairs positively with some simple root α. We briefly summarize
the argument: first of all, we restrict ourselves to the semisimple rank 1 case by factoring SGT
through the standard Levi factor having root system ΦpM,Tq “ t˘αu. Then, a careful analysis
of the possible summands involved in the explicit formula for pSMT F qpTO, λTOq and some SL2-
computations yield that each such summand is divisible by the required power of p.
From now on, we will sometimes use the notation SGT F pµq “ S
G
TF pTO, µp̟qTOq whenever
µ P X˚pTq is a cocharacter. We also denote ̟
µ “ µp̟q P TpF q.
Proposition 27. Let λ P X˚pTq´ be an antidominant cocharacter and fλ P HG be supported on
H˚pKλ, Sq. Then S
G
T pfλqpµq “ 0 unless µ ě λ, and S
G
T pfλqpλq “ res
Kλ
TpOqfλ.
Proof. By formula 9, in order for SGT pfλqpµq to be nonzero we must have ̟
µu P K̟λK for some
u P UpF q. Then lemma 3.6(i) in [21] shows that we must have µ ě λ.
Similarly, lemma 3.6(ii) in [21] says that K̟λK X̟λUpF q “ ̟λUpOq, so that in particular there
is only one summand contributing to SGT pfλqpλq, and we can take u “ id to obtain
SGT pfλqpλq “ cores
TpOq
TpOqXKλ
resKλ
TpOqXKλ
fpK,̟λKq “ resKλ
TpOqfλ
since Kλ Ą TpOq.
Corollary 28. The derived Satake homomorphism is injective, as a map from H1G to H
1
T .
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Proof. The previous proposition is the main ingredient of the usual ‘unipotence’ argument for
the injectivity of the Satake homomorphism. Since res
BpOq
TpOq : H
1pBpOq, Sq ÝÑ H1pTpOq, Sq is an
isomorphism, what remains to check is that resKλ
BpOq is injective: we will prove this by showing that
BpOq rKλ, Kλs “ Kλ.
12 Notice that since rKλ, Kλs is normal in Kλ, this is equivalent to showing
that the subgroup xBpOq, rKλ, Kλsy of Kλ generated by BpOq and rKλ, Kλs is the whole Kλ.
Bruhat-Tits theory provides a factorization of Kλ: we follow [28] (section 1.1) in explaining it.
Let x0 P ApT, F q Ă BpG,F q be the hyperspecial vertex corresponding to the maximal compact
K: we turn this into the origin of the apartment ApT, F q for T (so that x0 “ 1 P X˚pTq is the
trivial cocharacter) and set Ω “ tx0, λp̟q.x0u Ă X˚pTq Ă X˚pTq b R “ ApT, F q Ă BpG,F q, so
that we have
Kλ “ K X λp̟qKλp̟q
´1 “ StabGpx0q X λp̟qStabGpx0qλp̟q
´1 “
“ StabGpx0q X StabG pλp̟q.x0q “ StabGpΩq.
Define now fΩ : ΦpG,Tq ÝÑ R as
fpαq “ ´ inf
xPΩ
αpxq,
where αpxq is the action of the root α as an affine function on ApT, F q. In the setup of [28], the
translation action of TpF q on ApT, F q is defined as g.x “ x` νpgq, where ν : TpF q ÝÑ X˚pTqbR
is defined implicitly via the perfect pairing x, y : X˚pTqR ˆX
˚pTqR ÝÑ R as
xνpgq, χy “ ´valF pχpgqq @χ P X
˚pTq.
In particular, we obtain that νpλp̟qq “ ´λ P X˚pTq` is a dominant cocharacter. We also have
that λp̟q.x0 “ x0 ´ λ, and hence αpλp̟q.x0q “ αpx0 ´ λq “ x´λ, αy, since αpx0q “ 0 for all
α P ΦpG,Tq. By dominance of ´λ, this yields αpλp̟q.x0q ě 0 for all α P Φ
` and αpλp̟q.x0q ď 0
for all α P Φ´. We conclude
fpαq “ ´ inf
xPΩ
αpxq “ ´ inf t0, x´λ, αyu “
"
´0 if α P Φ`
´x´λ, αy if α P Φ´
“
"
0 if α P Φ`
xλ, αy if α P Φ´
.
Following through with section 1.1 in [28], we obtain that
Uα,fΩpαq “
"
UαpOq if α P Φ
`
Uα
`
̟xλ,αyO
˘
if α P Φ´
and denote by UΩ the subgroup of G generated by the Uα,fΩpαq’s as α varies across the roots
ΦpG,Tq.
The subgroup NΩ “ tn P NGpT q |nx “ x @x P Ωu normalizes UΩ, and so we can consider the
subgroup PΩ “ NΩ.UΩ, which has UΩ as a normal subgroup. A crucial fact is that PΩ “ StabGpΩq
- see [28] page 104.
In particular, each Uα,fΩpαq is contained in StabGpΩq “ Kλ, so using the TpOq-action by conjuga-
tion (and the fact that clearly TpOq Ă Kλ) we obtain that Uα,fΩpαq Ă rKλ, Kλs for all α P ΦpG,Tq,
so that UΩ Ă rKλ, Kλs.
It remains to show that NΩ Ă BpOqrKλ, Kλs. Notice that this is immediate whenever λ is
regular, because then NΩ “ tn P K XNGpT q |n.λ “ λu is simply TpOq, so this concludes the
proof of corollary 28 in the case of regular cocharacter.
12Here rKλ,Kλs is the commutator subgroup of Kλ.
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Recall that the action of NGpT q{TO on the apartment ApT, F q via affine transformations is
defined by matching up the translation action of X˚pTq and the Weyl-action of NGpT q{TF on
ApT, F q under the short exact sequence
1 ÝÑ TF {TO “ X˚pTq ÝÑ NGpT q{TO
pr
ÝÑW “ NGpT q{TF ÝÑ 1,
as explained for example in [23], section 1 of chapter 1.
Since every n P NΩ Ă NGpT q fixes x0 “ 1 and λ, we obtain that prpnq “ wn P W must fix λ
under the Weyl group action, that is to say that wn PW pMq “ NGpT qXMpF q where M “ ZGpλq
is a standard Levi subgroup (see for instance lemma 2.17 of [31] for this well-known fact).
This implies that NΩ Ă MpF q: now lemma 2.14(a) and (b) in [31] say that since M “ ZGpλq is
connected, it is generated by T and the Uα’s such that xλ, αy “ 0. Upon intersecting its F -points
with K, we get that
NΩ Ă K XMF XNGpT q Ă
A
TpOq,UαpOq | xλ, αy “ 0
E
.
We have TpOq Ă BpOq and for each root α such that xλ, αy “ 0, we have already shown that
UαpOq Ă rKλ, Kλs, so this concludes the proof.
We are finally ready to prove theorem 4, which follows from the next result - we will spend the
rest of the section proving it.
Theorem 29. Suppose that the residue field of F has size |kF | “ p
f ě 5. Let α be a simple root,
and suppose that µ P X˚pTq is such that h “ xµ, αy ¨ f ě 1. Then S
G
T F pµq ” 0 mod p
h for all
F P H1G.
In particular, if our ring of coefficients S is pa-torsion and xµ, αy ¨ f ě a, then SGTF pµq “ 0 for
all F P H1G.
Proof. Let M “ ZG ppkerαq
0q be a standard Levi for G, with maximal torus T and root sys-
tem ΦM “ tα,´αu. In particular M has semisimple rank 1 and we want to adapt the PGL2-
computations outlined in the introduction to this setup. Notice that M “ M0 “ ZGppkerαq
0q0 “
ZGpkerαq
0 where the last equality holds since both groups are smooth, connected, and have the
same Lie algebra - and one is contained in the other. From now on, we assume M “ ZGpkerαq
0,
so that kerα is central in M.
By the transitivity results in subsection 5.1, we have that
SGT f “ S
M
T ˝ S
G
Mf,
hence it suffices to show that SMT F pµq ” 0 mod p
h for all F P H1M .
For ease of notation, for the rest of the proof we put ourselves in the setting where G “ M, with
maximal torus T and Borel subgroup B X M which we denote B. The unipotent radical of B
is U XM “ Uα. Similar adjustment to the notation are made for F - and O-points, so that for
instance K “MpOq in the following.
Notice then that B “ T ˙ Uα as O-group schemes. We also fix a pinning: isomorphism of
O-group schemes iα : Ga ÝÑ Uα and i´α : Ga ÝÑ U´α which forms an SL2-triple with the coroot
α_ : Gm ÝÑ T, in the sense of [7], section 3.2.1.
By linearity of the Satake map, it suffices to show that SGT F pµq ” 0 mod p
h for F in a basis of
H1G: assume then that F is supported on the G-orbit of pK, λKq for λ an antidominant cocharacter
for G.
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By lemma 18, we have that Hď1T – H
ď1
B , hence it suffices to show that S
G
BF pµq ” 0 mod p
h.
As resB
˝
BpOq : H
1pB˝, Sq ÝÑ H1pBpOq, Sq is an isomorphism, by formula 7 it suffices to show that
resB
˝
BpOqS
G
BF pµq “ 0. We obtain
resB
˝
BpOqS
G
BF pB
˝, µp̟qB˝q “
ÿ
BpOqzzt̟µuPBF {BOu
cores
BpOq
BpOqXK̟µu
resK̟
µu
BpOqXK̟µu
F pK,̟µuKq, (10)
so it suffices to show that the right hand side is zero modph. Notice that BpOq XK̟µu “ BpOq X
Adp̟µuqK “ BpOq X Adp̟µuqBpOq, and from now on we will denote this by BpOq̟µu.
We describe more explicitly the possible u P UF “ UαpF q appearing in the sum: since ̟
µu is
a coset representative for BF {BO, multiplying by UαpOq on the right shows that we can assume
that u P UαpF q{UαpOq. On the other hand, we consider BpOq-orbits (under left multiplication)
on the cosets ̟µuBpOq, hence multiplying on the left by UαpOq, and using that UαpOq̟
µ “
̟µUαp̟
´xµ,αyOq, we can assume that u P Uαp̟
´xµ,αyOqzUαpF q.
By assumption xµ, αy ě 1, and since Uα is abelian, this second condition means we can forget
the first one we found, and we end up with u P UαpF q{Uαp̟
´xµ,αyOq.
Fix now one u P UαpF q appearing in the convolution sum in formula 10, we aim to show that
its contribution to the sum is divisible by ph.
We want to obtain some necessary conditions for an element y “ tv P TpOq ˙ UαpOq “ BpOq
to belong to BpOq̟µu. We have that y P BpOq̟µu if and only if Ad p̟
µuq´1 y P BpOq: explicitly
u´1̟´µtv̟µu “ t
`
t´1u´1t
˘loooomoooon
UαpF q
`
̟´µv̟µ
˘looooomooooon
UαpF q
u
As conjugation by T preserves Uα, the above element is in BpOq “ TpOq ˙ UαpOq if and only if`
t´1u´1t
˘ `
̟´µv̟µ
˘
u P UαpOq.
Using implicitly the isomorphism iαpOq : O – UαpOq and passing to additive notation, the above
is equivalent to
u
`
1´ αpt´1q
˘
`̟´xµ,αyv P O (11)
which is equivalent to
̟xµ,αyu
`
1´ αpt´1q
˘
` v P ̟xµ,αyO. (12)
Since v P O – UαpOq, we must have ̟
xµ,αyu p1´ αpt´1qq P O as well.
Denote now Bα,µ “ TpOq ˙ Uαp̟
xµ,αyOq.
Lemma 30. cores
BpOq
Bα,µ
: H1 pBα,µ, Sq ÝÑ H
1 pBpOq, Sq is multiplication by ph.
Proof. The index is
rBpOq : Bα,µs “ rUpOq : Up̟
xµ,αyOqs “ rO : ̟xµ,αyOs “ |kF |
xµ,αy “ pf ¨xµ,αy “ ph
and on the other hand the restriction map res : H1 pBpOq, Sq ÝÑ H1 pBα,µ, Sq is an isomorphism
in degree 1, since the derived subgroup of Bα,µ contains the unipotent part Uαp̟
xµ,αyOq, by using
the action of the torus as usual.
Therefore, the corestriction map cores
BpOq
Bα,µ
: H1 pBα,µ, Sq ÝÑ H
1 pBpOq, Sq is simply multiplication
by the index ph.
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We now consider a special case for the possible summand ̟µu: suppose first that u P UpF q
is in fact in Up̟´xµ,αyOq. Then as a representative for the BpOq-orbit of ̟µuBpOq we can take
u “ id, which corresponds via iα to 0.
Equation 12 yields then v P Uαp̟
xµ,αyOq, and since this holds for all y P BpOq̟µu, we have
BpOq̟µu “ TpOq ˙ Uαp̟
xµ,αyOq “ Bα,µ.
The lemma above showed that cores
BpOq
Bα,µ
is multiplication by ph - which proves that this sum-
mand yields a contribution to SGTF pµq that is zero modp
h.
From now on, we assume that u “ uα R Uαp̟
´xµ,αyOq - or equivalently in additive notation
that ̟xµ,αyuα R O. Fix then ´n “ val pi
´1
α puqq ă ´xµ, αy for some n ą xµ, αy ě 1, i.e. n ě 2.
Claim 31. Suppose that ´n “ valpi´1α puqq ă ´xµ, αy, then for each v “ iαpzq P UαpOq we can
find t P TpOq such that tv “ y satisfies equation 12 and hence tv P BpOq̟µu.
Proof of claim. Let u “ iαpxq. It suffices to find a solution t P TpOq to the equation
̟xµ,αyx
`
1´ αpt´1q
˘
` z “ 0
which is equivalent to
αpt´1q “ 1` zx´1̟´xµ,αy.
As z P O and valpx´1q “ n ą xµ, αy by assumption, it suffices to show that α : TpOq ÝÑ O˚
surjects onto 1`̟O.
For the coroot α_ : Gm ÝÑ T we have α
_pOq : O˚ ÝÑ TpOq and moreover the composition
O˚
α_
ÝÑ TpOq
α
ÝÑ O˚ is just squaring, so it suffices to show that the squaring homomorphism
O˚ ÝÑ O˚, a ÞÑ a2 surjects onto 1`̟O.
Notice that the squaring morphism respects the canonical filtration 1 ` ̟kO of O˚, and that
for k ě 1 on each quotient
`
1`̟kO
˘
{
`
1`̟k`1O
˘
it induces an isomorphism, because each
such quotient is a finite p-group with p ‰ 2. Then lemma 2 in chapter V of [30] proves that the
squaring morphism is an isomorphism from 1 `̟O to itself, and hence finishes the proof of this
claim.
We can then assume that for our fixed u “ iαpxq, the mapping BpOq̟µu ÝÑ UαpOq sending
tu ÞÑ u is surjective. In particular, we have that TpOqBpOq̟µu “ BpOq, hence applying the iso-
morphism res
BpOq
TpOq : H
1pBpOq, Sq ÝÑ H1pTpOq, Sq followed by the restriction/corestriction formula
we obtain that
res
BpOq
TpOqcores
BpOq
BpOq̟µu
resK̟
µu
BpOq̟µu
F pK,̟µuKq “ cores
TpOq
TpOqXBpOq̟µu
resK̟
µu
TpOqXBpOq̟µu
F pK,̟µuKq
We notice that
TpOq X BpOq̟µu “
 
t ¨ 1 | up1´ αpt´1qq `̟´xµ,αy ¨ 0 P O
(
“
 
t P T pOq |αptq ´ 1 P u´1O “ ̟nO
(
Denote this last subgroup by Tα,n and notice that TpOq Ą Tα,n Ą ZpGq Ď kerα.
Recall that F is supported on the double coset Kλp̟qK. Now lemma 3.6i) in [21] says that
F pK,̟µuKq is only nonzero if µ ěR λ, which means that pµ´ λq P Rě0α
_ is a non-negative real
linear combination of simple coroots.
Claim 32. Recall that u “ iαpxq so that n “ ´valpxq. Letting
k “ Adp̟µqi´αpx
´1q “ µp̟qi´α
`
x´1
˘
µp̟q´1,
we have k P U´αpOq and ̟
µu P k̟λK. In particular we also obtain µ´ λ “ nα_.
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Proof. First of all, notice that by assumption valpx´1q “ ´valpxq “ n ą xµ, αy so that valpx´1q `
xµ,´αy ą 0, and hence
k “ Adp̟µqi´αpx
´1q “ i´α
`
̟xµ,´αyx´1
˘
P i´αpOq “ U´αpOq Ă K.
To show the rest of the claim, we prove that ̟µu P k pµ´ nα_q p̟qK. Notice that xµ´nα_, αy “
xµ, αy ´ 2n ă n ´ 2n “ ´n ď ´2; in particular µ ´ nα_ is an antidominant weight, and hence
by uniqueness of the Cartan decomposition for ̟µu it must coincide with λ, proving the last
statement of the claim.
We only need to prove that p̟µuq´1 ¨ k pµ´ nα_q p̟q P K. That is the same as
u´1i´αpx
´1q̟´µ pµ´ nα_q p̟q “ iαp´xqi´αpx
´1q pnα_q p̟´1q “ iαp´xqi´αpx
´1qα_p̟´nq.
Recall that the coroot α_ is defined ‘in the same way’ both for SL2 and for PGL2 as t ÞÑ
`
t 0
0 t´1
˘
.
We can compute the above element (using the previously fixed pinning) inside our SL2-triple, and
we obtain
iαp´xqi´αpx
´1qα_p̟´nq “ p 1 ´x0 1 q
`
1 0
x´1 1
˘ `
̟´n 0
0 ̟n
˘
“
`
0 ´x
x´1 1
˘ `
̟´n 0
0 ̟n
˘
“
`
0 ´x̟n
x´1̟´n ̟n
˘
and as n “ valpx´1q ě 2, the last element is indeed in SL2pOq or PGL2pOq depending on the
case.
We have then F pK,̟µuKq “ F pK, k̟λKq “ pc˚kq
´1F pK, λKq. We now analyze the effect of
conjugation by k and restriction to Tα,n, to finish the proof of the theorem.
Recall that we are studying the following summand:
cores
TpOq
Tα,n
resK̟µuTα,n F pK,̟
µuKq “ cores
TpOq
Tα,n
resK̟µuTα,n F pK, k̟
λKq “ cores
TpOq
Tα,n
resK̟µuTα,n c
˚
k´1F pK,̟
λKq.
We focus on resK̟µuTα,n c
˚
k´1
F pK,̟λKq P H1 pTα,n, Sq. Denote f “ F pK, λKq P H
1pKλ, Sq.
Claim 33. The subgroup α_pO˚q ¨ pkerαqpOq of TpOq has index coprime to p.
Proof of claim. Consider the exact sequence
1 ÝÑ pkerαqpOq ãÑ TpOq
α
ÝÑ O˚ ÝÑ 1.
Then we have for the quotient
TpOq{α_pOq ¨ pkerαqpOq – Impαq{αpα_pOqq Ă O˚{pO˚q2.
So it suffices to show that the cokernel of the squaring morphism O˚ ÝÑ O˚, a ÞÑ a2 has size
coprime to p.
In the proof of claim 31 we have shown that the squaring morphism is an isomorphism when
restricted to the pro-p Sylow 1`̟O of O˚, so the size of the cokernel is coprime to p.
We show how this claim finishes the proof of theorem 29. As the index is coprime to p, the
behavior of a morphism f : TpOq ÝÑ S is completely determined by its restriction to α_pO˚q ¨
pkerαqpOq. Let then t “ α_pzqt0 P α
_pO˚q¨pkerαqpOq. Since pkerαq is central in G by construction,
conjugation by k´1 acts trivially on it while on the other hand
Adpk´1q pα_pzqq “
`
1 0
´̟´xµ,αyx´1 1
˘ `
z 0
0 z´1
˘ `
1 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1 1
˘
“
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“
`
z 0
´̟´xµ,αyx´1z z´1
˘ `
1 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1 1
˘
“
´
z 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1pz´1´zq z´1
¯
so that we conclude
Adpk´1qt “ Adpk´1qpα_pzqt0q “ Adpk
´1q pα_pzqq ¨ t0 “
´
z 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1pz´1´zq z´1
¯
¨ t0,
We notice that this latter element is not just on Kλ, but also in Kλ X B
´pOq “ U´αp̟
´xλ,αyOq ¸
TpOq. Therefore, when computing
resK̟µuTα,n c
˚
k´1F pK,̟
λKqptq “ resK̟µuTα,n pc
˚
k´1fqptq “ pc
˚
k´1fq|Tα,nptq “ fpk
´1tkq
we can replace f by its image under the restriction map resKλ
KλXB´pOq
: H1pKλ, Sq ÝÑ H
1pKλ X
B´pOq, Sq. Now since res
U´αp̟´xλ,αyOq¸TpOq
TpOq : H
1pU´αp̟
´xλ,αyOq ¸ TpOq, Sq ÝÑ H1pTpOq, Sq is
also an isomorphism, we can assume f is just the unique extension to U´αp̟
´xλ,αyOq ¸ TpOq
of a homomorphism TpOq ÝÑ S. This unique extension is obtained via the quotient map
U´αp̟
´xλ,αyOq ¸ TpOq։ TpOq - in other words, fputq “ fptq if ut P U´αp̟
´xλ,αyOq ¸ TpOq.
Notice that ´
z 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1pz´1´zq z´1
¯
“
´
1 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1pz´2´1q 1
¯loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
U´αp̟´xλ,αyOq
¨
`
z 0
0 z´1
˘
where the unipotent element belongs to the particular filtration subgroup U´αp̟
´xλ,αyOq since
t “ α_pzqt0 P Tα,n implies that z
2 “ αptq P 1`̟nO and hence z´2 ´ 1 P ̟nO.
We conclude that
fpk´1tkq “ fpAdk´1pα_pzqq ¨ t0q “ f
´´
z 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1pz´1´zq z´1
¯
¨ t0
¯
“
“ f
´´
1 0
̟´xµ,αyx´1pz´2´1q 1
¯
¨ α_pzq ¨ t0
¯
“ fpα_pzq ¨ t0q “
´
res
T pOq
Tα,n
f
¯
ptq
since α_pzq ¨ t0 “ t P Tα,n.
Applying the corestriction map cores
TpOq
Tα,n
to res
TpOq
Tα,n
f yields then rTpOq : Tα,ns ¨ f . Recall
that Tα,n “ tt P TpOq |αptq P 1`̟
nOu is the kernel of the composition αn : TpOq
α
ÝÑ O˚ ։
O˚{p1`̟nOq, hence the index rTpOq : Tα,ns is equal to |Impαnq|. We proved before that α surjects
onto 1`̟O, hence the size of the image is divisible by |p1`̟Oq{p1`̟nOq| “ |kF |
n´1 “ pf ¨pn´1q.
Our standing assumption that n ą xµ, αy means that f ¨ pn ´ 1q ě f ¨ xµ, αy “ h, where the
last equality is the assumption on µ in the statement of the theorem. Therefore, multiplication by
rTpOq : Tα,ns lands into the p
h-divisible subgroup of the cohomology with S-coefficients and this
completes the proof of the theorem.
A Appendix on groupoids
We collect here the proofs of several facts on groupoids and groupoid cohomology used in the main
body of the paper.
Proposition 34 (Well-posedness of pullback). Let i : G ÝÑ H be a continuous morphism of
topological groupoids. Then i˚F satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of definition 6. Moreover, if π0i :
π0G ÝÑ π0H has finite fibers and F P H
˚
c pHq, then i
˚F P H˚c pGq.
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Proof. That i˚F satisfies condition 1 of definition 6 is obvious, so we focus on condition 2. Fix
then x, y P ObpGq and φ P HomGpx, yq. As i is a natural transformation, this induces ipφq P
HomHpipxq, ipyqq and thus an isomorphism StabHpipxqq
ipφqx
ÝÑ StabHpipyqq mapping h ÞÑ ipφq ˝ h ˝
ipφq´1. This yields a map in cohomology in the opposite direction:
pipφqq˚ : H˚ pStabHpipyqq, Sq ÝÑ H
˚ pStabHpipxqq, Sq
and since F P H˚pHq we have
F pipxqq “ pipφqq˚F pipyqq.
Moreover, the functorial properties of i give group homomorphisms
StabGpxq “ HomGpx, xq
ixÝÑ HomHpipxq, ipxqq “ StabHpipxqq
and
StabGpyq “ HomGpy, yq
iy
ÝÑ HomHpipyq, ipyqq “ StabHpipyqq
and via the maps in cohomology in the opposite directions
ix : H˚ pStabHpipxqqq ÝÑ H
˚ pStabGpxqq
and
iy : H˚ pStabHpipyqqq ÝÑ H
˚ pStabGpyqq
we defined i˚F pxq “ ixF pipxqq and i˚F pyq “ iyF pipyqq.
Condition 2 of definition 6 for i˚F amounts to showing that the map induced by the isomor-
phism StabGpxq
φ˚ÝÑ StabGpyq in cohomology, φ
˚ : H˚ pStabGpyq, Sq ÝÑ H
˚ pStabGpxq, Sq, gives
i˚F pxq “ φ˚ pi˚F pyqq.
Using the identities above, the last equality boils down to showing that
ix pipφq˚F pipyqqq “ φ˚ piyF pipyqqq
i.e. that the following diagram commutes
H˚ pStabHpipyqq, Sq
iy //
ipφq˚

H˚ pStabGpyq, Sq
φ˚

H˚ pStabHpipxqq, Sq ix
// H˚ pStabGpxq, Sq
Since all the maps are induced from group homomorphism, it suffices (by functoriality of
cohomology w.r.t. group homomorphisms) to show that the following diagram commutes:
StabHpipyqq StabGpyq
iyoo
StabHpipxqq
ipφq˚
OO
StabGpxqix
oo
φ˚
OO
Let’s check this latter condition. Given g P StabGpxq “ HomGpx, xq, applying φ˚ yields
φ ˝ g ˝φ´1 P HomGpy, yq “ StabGpyq, then applying i
y gives i pφ ˝ g ˝ φ´1q “ ipφq ˝ ipgq ˝ ipφq´1 by
functoriality of i.
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On the other hand, we can start by applying ix to g, getting ipgq P HomHpipxq, ipxqq “
StabHpipxqq. Then applying ipφq˚ yields ipφq ˝ ipgq ˝ ipφq
´1, which proves the claim.
Finally, it remains to check that if F is supported on finitely many connected components of
H and π0i has finite fibers, then also i
˚F is supported on finitely many connected components of
G. We can obviously assume that F is supported on a unique connected component C of H ; then
i˚F pxq ‰ 0 implies that F pipxqq ‰ 0 and thus ipxq P C. Hence, the connected components Cx of x
varies among the finite set pπoiq
´1pCq, which concludes the proof.
Proposition 35 (Well-posedness of pushforward). Let i : G ÝÑ H be a finite covering morphism
of groupoids. Then pushforward is well-defined as a map H˚c pGq ÝÑ H
˚
c pHq.
Proof. Recall that for F P H˚c pGq and y P ObpHq we defined
pi˚F qpyq “
ÿ
HyzzxPi´1pyq
cores
StabH pyq
StabGpxq
F pxq.
We notice that corestriction is well-defined because i is a finite covering, and also that the sum
is well-defined, i.e. that the summand corresponding to a particular Hy-orbit on the fiber i
´1pyq
does not depend on the particular representative x chosen.
Indeed, replacing x by hx for h P Hy (we denote h P HomGpx, hxq the unique lift given by the
finite covering property) we obtain
cores
StabH pyq
StabGphxq
F phxq “ cores
StabH pyq
hStabGpxqh´1
F phxq “ cores
h´1StabHpyqh
StabGpxq
c˚h´1F phxq “ cores
StabHpyq
StabGpxq
c˚h´1F phxq
where c˚
h´1
: H˚phStabGpxqh
´1, Sq ÝÑ H˚pStabGpxq, Sq is the isomorphism in cohomology induced
by the morphism h P HomGpx, hxq. By invariance of F , we obtain c
˚
h´1
F phxq “ F pxq, which shows
that the summand is independent of the representative.
We also remark that by proposition 2.1(b) in [5], two objects x, x1 of the fiber above y are in the
same connected component of G if and only if they are in the same Hy-orbit: this shows that the
sum has only finitely many nonzero summands, since F is supported on finitely many connected
components of G (above y, if we only assume that F is i-fiberwise compactly supported).
To prove that i˚F satisfies the invariance condition of the definition of groupoid cohomology,
fix φ P HomHpy, y
1q, and notice that this induces a bijection between the Hy-orbits on i
´1pyq and
the Hy1-orbits on i
´1py1q via i´1pyq Q x ÞÑ rφpxq where rφ is the unique morphism of G having source
x and mapping to φ under i. Therefore, we have
pi˚F qpy
1 “ φpyqq “
ÿ
HyzzxPi´1pyq
cores
StabH pφyq
StabGprφxqF prφxq “ ÿ
HyzzxPi´1pyq
cores
StabH pφyq
StabGprφxqrφ˚F pxq
where the last equality is due to invariance of F . To prove that pi˚F qpφyq “ φ
˚pi˚F qpyq it suffices
then to show that the diagram
H˚pGxq
rφ˚ //
cores

H˚pGrφxq
cores

H˚pHyq
φ˚
// H˚pHφyq
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commutes. This follows from the fact that the group isomorphisms induced by φ and rφ via
‘conjugation’ respect the inclusions Gx ãÑ Hy and Grφx ãÑ Hφy, in the sense that the diagram
Gx
rφ˚ //
 _

Grφx _

Hy
φ˚
// Hφy
is commutative.
Finally, the fact that i˚F is supported on finitely many connected components of H is a con-
sequence of the same fact for F and the fact that morphisms of groupoids preserve connectedness:
more in details, if i˚F is nonzero at y and y
1 it means that there exists objects x P i´1pyq and
x1 P i´1py1q where F is nonzero. Assuming by linearity that F is supported on only one connected
component yields that there exists an element g : x ÝÑ x1, but then ipgq : y ÝÑ y1.
Lemma 13. Let
X
k //
i

Z
Y
j
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
be a commutative triangle of topological groupoid morphisms. Suppose that i is a finite covering
morphism and that j induces inclusions between isotropy groups.
Let then F P H˚pXq be i-fiberwise compactly supported and G P H˚pZq, we have
i˚F Y j
˚G “ i˚ pF Y k
˚Gq in H˚pY q.
Moreover, if j and k induce finite-fibers maps on connected components, then each operation on
cohomology preserves the compact support and thus if F P H˚c pXq and G P H
˚
c pZq, the formula
above holds in H˚c pY q.
Proof. This is obviously an equivariant version of the well-known formula for group cohomology
pcoresGHαq Y β “ cores
G
H
`
αY resGHβ
˘
. (13)
We give all details since we use this result repeatedly in the paper.
First of all, notice that since i is a covering morphism, it induces continuous inclusions on
isotropy groups. Letting x P ObpXq, y “ ipxq P ObpY q and z “ jpyq “ kpxq P ObpZq we have
thus the commutative triangle of group homomorphisms
StabXpxq
kx //
ix

StabZpzq
StabY pyq
jy
88qqqqqqqqqqq
and since ix and jy are inclusions by assumption, so is kx: this shows that k also induces inclusions
between isotropy groups. We also denote j˚y : H
˚pZjpyqq ÝÑ H
˚pYyq and k
˚
x : H
˚pZkpxqq ÝÑ
H˚pXxq the induced maps on group cohomology.
Notice also that since F P H˚pXq is i-fiberwise compactly supported - and the space of such
cohomology classes is an ideal of H˚pXq under pointwise cup product - we obtain that F Y k˚G is
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also i-fiberwise compactly supported, thus making sense of the right hand side of the formula we
aim to prove.
Let y P ObpY q, then we have
pi˚F Y j
˚Gqpyq “ i˚F pyq Y j
˚Gpyq “
¨˝ ÿ
Yyzzi´1pyqQx
cores
Yy
Xx
F pxq‚˛Y `j˚yGpjpyqq˘ “
“
ÿ
Yyzzi´1pyqQx
´
cores
Yy
Xx
F pxq Y j˚yGpjpyqq
¯
.
The assumptions on the maps guarantees that for each y P ObpY q and each x P i´1pxq we have
Xx Ă Yy Ă Zjpyq. We apply the abovementioned formula 13 for group cohomology for each single
summand, where G “ Yy Ą Xx “ H , α “ F pxq and β “ j
˚
yGpjpyqq. We obtainÿ
Yyzzi´1pyqQx
cores
Yy
Xx
´
F pxq Y res
Yy
Xx
j˚yGpjpyqq
¯
“
ÿ
Yyzzi´1pyqQx
cores
Yy
Xx
pF pxq Y k˚xGpkpxqqq “
“
ÿ
Yyzzi´1pyqQx
cores
Yy
Xx
ppF Y k˚Gqpxqqq “ pi˚pF Y k
˚Gqq pyq.
The final assertion of the lemma is immediate, since pushforward along i always preserves the
compactly supported cohomology, and under the additional assumption that j and k induce finite-
fibers map in cohomology, the pullbacks along j and k preserve that too.
Lemma 14. Let
Z rπ //ri

X
i

Y π
// A
be a pullback square of topological groupoids, where i is a finite covering morphism. Suppose also
that π is continuous and induces open injections of isotropy groups at all objects (e.g. π is also a
finite covering morphism, but in fact it suffices that every morphisms in A has at most a unique
lift under π).
Let F P H˚pXq be i-fiberwise compactly supported, then rπ˚F is ri-fiberwise compactly supported
and we have
priq˚ pprπq˚F q “ π˚pi˚F q.
If moreover π induces a finite-fibers map on connected components, then given F P H˚c pXq the
same formula above holds in H˚c pY q.
Proof. This is clearly an equivariant version of the restriction-corestriction formula for group
cohomology. We give all details, since we use this lemma several times.
Firstly notice that by proposition 2.8 in [4], ri is also a covering morphism, and is continuous
as seen in the definition 2 of pullback and homotopy pullback.
We start by proving that rπ also induces an injection on isotropy groups. Let z P ObpZq, and
let x “ rπpzq, y “ ripzq and πpripzqq “ a “ iprπpzqq. By theorem 2.2(v) in [6], the isotropy group
StabZpzq is the pullback of the diagram
StabXpxq
ix

StabY pyq πy
// StabApaq
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and on the other hand ix : StabXpxq ÝÑ StabApaq is an injection since i is a covering morphism,
while πy : StabY pyq ÝÑ StabApaq is an injection by assumption on π.
This proves that the pullback of the diagram above is simply the intersection StabY pyq X
StabXpxq Ă StabApaq, where we identify StabY pY q with its image under πy inside StabApaq, and
same for StabXpxq. In particular, StabZpzq – StabY pyq X StabXpxq Ă StabXpxq inside StabApaq,
so that rπ also induces injection of isotropy groups. Moreover, StabZpzq “ StabY pyq X StabXpxq is
open in StabY pyq, since StabXpxq Ă StabApaq is open by assumption on i being a finite covering
morphism, and the property of being an open map is preserved under pullback by the continuous
map πy : StabY pyq ÝÑ StabApaq.
The above reasoning also shows that ri is a finite covering morphism: indeed we have shown
that StabZpzq – StabY pyq X StabXpxq, and on the other hand the map of coset spaces
StabY pyq{ pStabY pyq X StabXpxqq ÝÑ StabApaq{StabXpxq g pStabY pyq X StabXpxqq ÞÑ gStabXpxq
is easily seen to be injective, so the target StabApaq{StabXpxq being finite by assumption on i
proves the same finiteness result for ri.
The same argument when we switch the roles of π and i shows that, as π is assumed to inducing
open injections on stabilizers, so does rπ.
We also show that under the additional assumption that π induces a finite fibers map on
connected components so does rπ, proving that the pullback rπ˚ preserves compactly supported
cohomology. The pullback square induces a commutative diagram on connected components:
π0Z rπ0 //ri0

π0X
i0

π0Y π0
// π0A
Fix a component X P π0X . Then ipXq P π0A has finitely many connected components of Y above
it, by the assumption on π: denote them by tY1, . . . ,Ymu. Then clearly
rπ´10 pXq “ mž
i“1
rπ´10 pXq Xri´10 pYiq
and hence it suffices to prove that each of rπ´10 pXq Xri´10 pYiq is finite.
We fix then one such Yi and denote it by Y from now on. Let z P ObpZq be in one of the
components of rπ´10 pXq Xri´10 pYq, and denote x “ rπpzq P X, y “ ripzq P Y and ipxq “ a “ πpyq. The
‘Mayer-Vietoris’ sequence of theorem 2.2 in [4] is
StabXpxq
i
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
π0X
i0
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
StabZpzq
ri &&▼▼▼▼▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
rπ 88qqqqqqqqqqq
StabApaq
∆ // π0Z
ri0 ""❊❊❊❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
rπ0 <<②②②②②②②②②
π0A
StabY pyq
π
88qqqqqqqqqqq
π0Y
π0
<<②②②②②②②②②
and part (ii) of the statement of the theorem is that the image of ∆ inside π0Z is the intersectionrπ´10 pXq Xri´10 pYq.
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On the other hand, part (iv) of the same theorem says that the image of ∆ is in bijection
with the double coset space π pStabY pyqq zStabApaq{i pStabXpxqq. The assumption on i inducing
finite-index inclusions on isotropy groups implies that this double coset space is finite, and this
concludes the proof that rπ0 also has finite fibers.
Before proving the main formula, it remains to show that if F is i-fiberwise compactly sup-
ported, then rπ˚F is ri-fiberwise compactly supported, so that the left hand side of the formula
is well-defined. Fix then y P ObpY q: we want to show that rπ˚F is supported on finitely many
connected components of Z above y.
Proposition 2.1 in [5] says that we have a bijection between StabY pyq-orbits on ri´1pyq and
connected components of Z intersecting the fiber ri´1pyq, so it suffices to show that rπ˚F is only
nonzero on finitely many StabY pyq-orbits on ri´1pyq.
Let now a “ πpyq P ObpAq. An explicit model for the pullback groupoid Z gives that the
objects ObpZq are pairs in ObpY q ˆObpXq mapping to the same object of A.
In particular, the objects of the fiber ri´1pyq consists of pairs tpy, xq, | a “ πpyq “ ipxqu - this
is obviously in bijection with the fiber i´1paq via the map py, xq ÞÑ x.
Claim 36. This bijection respects the StabY pyq-actions on each side: the action on ri´1pyq is the
natural one, while the action on i´1paq is the restriction to StabY pyq of the natural action of
StabApaq (recall that by assumption π induces an injection StabY pyq ãÑ StabApaq).
Proof of claim. Fix py, xq P Obpri´1pyqq and let g P StabY pyq. As ri is a covering, g lifts to a unique
morphism in Z: denote it gˆ : py, xq ÞÑ py, x1q. We thus want to show that the StabApaq-action of
πpgq on x P i´1paq maps it to x1.
Under the map π, we have that πpgq P StabApaq and as such it acts on the fiber i
´1paq: its
unique lift under the covering i having source x is the element yπpgq : x ÞÑ px1, and thus the
StabY pyq-action of g sends x to px1.
Now notice that
πpgq “ πpripgˆqq “ i prπpgˆqq
so that rπpgˆq is another lift under i of πpgq: the uniqueness statement of the covering means that
we must have rπpgˆq “ yπpgq. But rπpgˆq : x ÞÑ x1, so that x1 “ px1. This proves that the two
StabY pyq-actions coincide under the given bijection, and completes the proof of the claim.
Finally, notice that as F is i-fiberwise compactly supported, F pxq ‰ 0 only on finitely many
connected components of X in the fiber i´1paq. By proposition 2.1 of [5], these are in bijection
with StabApaq-orbits on the fiber i
´1paq, and since StabY pyq ãÑ StabApaq is a finite index inclusion
by assumption on π, we obtain that F pxq ‰ 0 only on finitely many StabY pyq-orbits.
Since F pxq ‰ 0 is a necessary condition for rπ˚F ppy, xqq ‰ 0, the statement of the claim
completes the proof that rπ˚F is ri-fiberwise compactly supported.
We are finally ready to prove the main formula of the lemma. Notice that the assumption on
π and rπ inducing open injections of isotropy groups at all objects means that the formula for the
pullback becomes
prπq˚F pzq “ `rπpzq˚ ˘˚ F prπpzqq “ resStabXprπpzqqStabZpzq F prπpzqq
and similarly for π.
Fix y P ObpY q, then by definitions we have
priq˚ pprπq˚F q pyq “ ÿ
StabY pyqzzzPri´1pyq
cores
StabY pyq
StabZpzq
prπ˚F qpzq “
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“
ÿ
StabY pyqzzzPri´1pyq
cores
StabY pyq
StabZ pzq
res
StabXprπpzqq
StabZpzq
F prπpzqq.
On the other hand, we have
π˚pi˚F qpyq “ res
StabApπpyqq
StabY pyq
pi˚F qpπpyqq “ res
StabApπpyqq
StabY pyq
ÿ
StabApπpyqqzzxPi´1pπpyqq
cores
StabApπpyqq
StabXpxq
F pxq.
Moving the restriction map inside the summation and applying the restriction-corestriction formula
for group cohomology yieldsÿ
StabApπpyqqzzxPi´1pπpyqq
ÿ
StabY pyqzStabApπpyqq{StabXpxqQg
cores
StabY pyq
StabY pyqXgStabXpxqg´1
res
gStabXpxqg
´1
StabY pyqXgStabXpxqg´1
c˚gF pxq.
Since π is a covering morphism, each double coset representative g, which is an element of
StabApπpyqq, has a well-defined lift to a morphism in X with source x; in particular gx P ObpXq is
well-defined, and its stabilizer is obviously StabXpgxq “ gStabXpxqg
´1. Invariance of F also gives
that the single summand is cores
StabY pyq
StabY pyqXStabXpgxq
res
StabXpgxq
StabY pyqXStabXpgxq
F pgxq. Notice that the inter-
section StabY pyq X StabXpgxq is taken inside StabApπpyqq, and since both maps between isotropy
groups are inclusions (by assumption on π and i), theorem 2.2(v) in [6] yields that this intersection
is precisely StabZpzq.
We can wrap up the two summation in a single one by defining rx “ gx to be representatives
for the StabY pyq-orbits on i
´1pπpyqq, where the action is the restriction to StabY pyq of the natural
action of StabApπpyqq:
π˚pi˚F qpyq “
ÿ
StabY pyqzzi´1pπpyqqQrx
cores
StabY pyq
StabZ ppy,rxqqresStabXprxqStabZppy,rxqqF prxq
where we notice that an explicit model of the objects of Z is given by pairs in ObpY q ˆ ObpXq
which map to the same object in A - and each choice of py, rxq in the sum satisfies this requirement.
To finish the proof of the lemma, it remains to show that the last summation coincides
with
ř
StabY pyqzzzPri´1pyq coresStabY pyqStabZ pzqresStabXprπpzqqStabZpzq F prπpzqq.
It is immediate - again by the description of the objects of the pullback Z as pairs ObpXq ˆ
ObpY q mapping to the same object of A - that we have Ob r´i´1pyq¯ “ tpy, rxq, | πpyq “ iprxqu in
bijection with Ob pi´1pπpyqqq via py, rxq ÞÑ rx.
It remains to check that the two actions of StabY pyq correspond under this identification, as
then it will follow that the orbits correspond as well: the two summations will be indexed by the
same set and will coincide summand by summand. This is precisely the result of claim 36.
We now describe a very general setup for derived Hecke algebras. Let G be a topological group
acting transitively on a set X , for instance X “ G{K with the action by left multiplication.
Consider the topological groupoid pG ñ X2q where g.px1, x2q “ pgx1, gx2q whose topology is
defined as in example 2. We denote this groupoid by GX . Similarly, let pG ñ X
3q be another
topological groupoid, where G acts diagonally as above. Let i1,2 : pG ñ X
3q ÝÑ GX be the
projection onto the first and second factors, and similarly define i2,3 and i1,3. Fix a base point
x0 P X and denote H “ StabGpx0q.
Fact 37. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
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1. For each F1, F2 P H
˚
c pGXq, the cohomology class i
˚
1,2F1 Y i
˚
2,3F2 is i1,3-fiberwise compactly
supported;
2. For all x, z P HzG{H, the subset HxHzH is a finite union of pH,Hq-cosets.
3. i1,3 is a finite covering morphism.
Then the compactly supported cohomology H˚c pGXq admits the structure of a derived Hecke alge-
bra under convolution, as follows: given F1, F2 P H
˚
c pGXq we define their convolution to be the
cohomology class resulting from the following diagram
GF1X G
F2
X
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏ i2,3
::tttttttttt
i1,3

GX
where we pullback F1 and F2 to pG ñ X
3q, cup them, then pushforward along i1,3 to GX . We
denote this algebra by HpG,Xq.
Remark. Before proving the fact, we notice that if H is compact and open in G then all conditions
are automatically satisfied. Indeed, i1,3 is always a covering, so it is a finite covering as long as the
index rGx,z : Gx,y,zs is finite, which holds once H is compact open. Similarly, condition 2 follows
immediately since HxHzH is compact if H is. Finally, condition 1 is implied by Gx,z having
finitely many orbits on the set of y P X such that F1px, yq ‰ 0 ‰ F2py, zq: since F1 is compactly
supported, Gx has finitely many orbits on that set, so finiteness of the index rGx : Gx,zs implies
condition 1.
Proof. Conditions 1 guarantees that we can pushforward along i1,3. To show that this pushforward
is compactly supported, we notice that by linearity we can assume that F1 is supported on the
G-orbit of px0, xx0q and F2 on the G-orbit of px0, zx0q - or in other words, F1 is supported on
the connected component HxH and F2 on HzH . Then unraveling the formulas for pullback,
cup product and pushforward shows that the final cohomology class is supported on HxHzH :
condition 2 assures that this is a finite union of pH,Hq-cosets - or in other words, it consists of
finitely many connected components.
It remains to prove that this operation is associative and defines thus an algebra structure:
notice that the unit under this operation is the cohomology class supported on the G-orbit of
px0, x0q and taking value 1px0, x0q “ 1 P S – H
0pH,Sq, the unit element of the ring S.
It remains to show that this operation is associative: given A,B,C P H˚c pGXq we need to check
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that the following two diagrams output the same cohomology class:
GAX G
B
X G
C
X
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
::tttttttttt
i1,3

GA˝BX pG ñ X
3q
i2,3
OO
i1,2
oo
i1,3

G
pA˝Bq˝C
X
GAX G
B
X G
C
X
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
::tttttttttt
i1,3

pG ñ X3q
i1,2
OO
i2,3 //
i1,3

GB˝CX
G
A˝pB˝Cq
X
We start with the following fact.
Claim 38. The square
pG ñ X3q
i1,3

pG ñ X4q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4

GX pG ñ X
3q
i1,2
oo
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the additional assumptions of lemma 14,
that is to say: i1,3 is a finite covering morphism and i1,2 induces an injection of isotropy groups at
all objects.
Proof of claim. By assumption i1,3 is a finite covering morphisms, and it is immediate to see that
i1,2 induces an injection of isotropy groups at all objects.
By proposition 4.4 in [5], the pullback square of a diagram of groups acting on sets is constructed
by taking the pullback of the groups acting on the pullback of the sets. It is immediate that the
pullback group is again G. Moreover, since i1,3 is a covering, the pullback and the homotopy
pullback coincide, hence a model for the object set of the pullback is 
ppx, y, zq, pa, b, cqq P X3 ˆX3 | i1,3px, y, zq “ i1,2pa, b, cq
(
“
“
 
ppx, y, zq, pa, b, cqq P X3 ˆX3 | px, zq “ pa, bq
(
“ tpx “ a, y, z “ b, cqu “ X4
with the maps i1,3,4 and i1,2,3 as above.
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By assumption on G ñ X the cohomology class F “ i˚1,2A Y i
˚
2,3B is i1,3-fiberwise compactly
supported, thus lemma 14 applies and we can use the above pullback squares to modify the two
original diagrams without impacting the final result in cohomology. The first diagram becomes
GAX G
B
X G
C
X
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
pG ñ X4q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
pG ñ X3q
i2,3
OO
i1,3

G
pA˝Bq˝C
X
A biproduct of lemma 14 was that F1 “ i
˚
1,2,3F is i1,3,4-fiberwise compactly supported, thus we
can apply lemma 13 to the subdiagram
pG ñ X4q
i1,3,4
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
i3,4 // GX
pG ñ X3q
i2,3
OO
to obtain that for each F1 P H
˚ ppG ñ X4qq that is i1,3,4-fiberwise compactly supported and each
F2 P H
˚pGXq, we have
pi1,3,4q˚F1 Y i
˚
2,3F2 “ pi1,3,4q˚
`
F1 Y i
˚
3,4F2
˘
and hence we can replace the first diagram with
GAX G
B
X G
C
X
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
pG ñ X4q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
i3,4
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
pG ñ X3q
i1,3

GpA˝Bq˝C
which is equivalent to
GA GBX G
C
X
pG ñ X4q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
OO
i1,4

i3,4
::tttttttttt
G
pA˝Bq˝C
X
This last diagram is obviously symmetric in A,B,C, which proves associativity.
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Suppose now we have another set Y on which G acts transitively. Fix a base point y0 P Y
and denote L “ StabGpy0q. As before, we have the projection maps i1,2 : pG ñ X
2 ˆ Y q ÝÑ GX ,
i1,3, i2,3 : pG ñ X
2 ˆ Y q ÝÑ pG ñ X ˆ Y q.
Fact 39. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
1. For each F P H˚c pGXq, C P H
˚
c pG ñ X ˆ Y q, the cohomology class i
˚
1,2F Y i
˚
2,3C is i1,3-
fiberwise compactly supported;
2. For all x P HzG{H, z P HzG{L the subset HxHzL is a finite union of pH,Lq-cosets.
3. i1,3 is a finite covering morphism.
Then the derived Hecke algebra HpG,Xq acts on the compactly supported cohomology H˚c pG ñ
X ˆ Y q, as follows: given F P HpG,Xq and C P H˚c pG ñ X ˆ Y q, we define their convolution to
be the cohomology class resulting from the following diagram
GFX pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼ i2,3
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y q
where we pullback F and C to pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q, cup them, then pushforward along i1,3 to pG ñ X ˆ Y q.
Remark. Before proving the fact, we notice that if H is compact and open in G and L is closed
in G then all conditions are automatically satisfied. Indeed, conditions 2 follows from H being
compact open, as then HxH is a finite union of left H-cosets. Since i1,3 is always a covering, we
notice that it is a finite covering as long as the index rGx,z : Gx,y,zs is finite for all x, z P X and
y P Y . This holds once H is compact open and L is closed because Gx,y is closed in the compact
set Gx, hence Gx,y is compact and intersecting with the open Gz yields that Gx,y,z is open in Gx,y,
thus finite-index. Finally, condition 1 is implied by Gx,y having finitely many orbits on the set of
z P X such that F px, zq ‰ 0 ‰ Cpz, yq: assuming F is supported on a single connected component
HzH , and that (by G-invariance) x “ x0, it suffices to show that the set of such z’s is finite: this
set is in bijection with HzH{H which is finite as H is open and compact.
Proof. Conditions 1 guarantees that we can pushforward along i1,3. To show that this pushforward
is compactly supported, we notice that by linearity we can assume that F is supported on the
G-orbit of px0, xx0q and C on the G-orbit of px0, zy0q - or in other words, F is supported on
the connected component HxH and C on HzL. Then unraveling the formulas for pullback, cup
product and pushforward shows that the final cohomology class is supported onHxHzL: condition
2 assures that this is a finite union of pH,Lq-cosets - or in other words, it consists of finitely many
connected components.
It remains to prove that this defines indeed a left-action, in the sense that given F1, F2 P
HpG,Xq and C P H˚c pG ñ X ˆ Y q, we have F1.pF2.Cq “ pF1 ˝F2q.C. In other words, we need to
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check that the following two diagrams output the same cohomology class:
GF1X G
F2
X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
::tttttttttt
i1,3

GF1˝F2X pG ñ X
2 ˆ Y q
i2,3
OO
i1,2
oo
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1˝F2q.C
GF1X G
F2
X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
i2,3
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
i1,3

pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
OO
i2,3 //
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qF2.C
pG ñ X ˆ Y qF1.pF2.Cq
We start with the following fact.
Claim 40. The square
pG ñ X3q
i1,3

pG ñ X3 ˆ Y q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4

GX pG ñ X
2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
oo
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the additional assumptions of lemma 14,
that is to say: i1,3 is a finite covering morphism and i1,2 induces an injection of isotropy groups at
all objects.
Proof of claim. By assumption on G ñ X , i1,3 is a finite covering morphisms, and moreover it is
immediate that i1,2 induces an injection of isotropy groups at all objects.
By proposition 4.4 in [5], the pullback square of a diagram of groups acting on sets is constructed
by taking the pullback of the groups acting on the pullback of the sets. It is immediate that the
pullback group is again G. Moreover, since i1,3 is a covering, the pullback and the homotopy
pullback coincide, hence a model for the object set of the pullback is 
ppx, y, zq, pa, b, cqq P X3 ˆ pX2 ˆ Y q | i1,3px, y, zq “ i1,2pa, b, cq
(
“
“
 
ppx, y, zq, pa, b, cqq P X3 ˆ pX2 ˆ Y q | px, zq “ pa, bq
(
“ tpx “ a, y, z “ b, cqu “ X3 ˆ Y
with the maps i1,3,4 and i1,2,3 as above.
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By assumption on G ñ X , the cohomology class F “ i˚1,2F1Y i
˚
2,3F2 is i1,3-fiberwise compactly
supported, thus lemma 14 applies and we can use the above pullback squares to modify the two
original diagrams without impacting the final result in cohomology. The first diagram becomes
GF1X G
F2
X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
pG ñ X3 ˆ Y q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i2,3
OO
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1˝F2q.C
A biproduct of lemma 14 was that rF “ i˚1,2,3F is i1,3,4-fiberwise compactly supported, thus we can
apply lemma 13 to the subdiagram
pG ñ X3 ˆ Y q
i1,3,4
))❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
i3,4 // pG ñ X ˆ Y q
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i2,3
OO
to obtain that for each rF P H˚ ppG ñ X3 ˆ Y qq that is i1,3,4-fiberwise compactly supported and
each C P H˚ ppG ñ X ˆ Y qq, we have
pi1,3,4q˚ rF Y i˚2,3C “ pi1,3,4q˚ ´ rF Y i˚3,4C¯
and hence we can replace the first diagram with
GF1X G
F2
X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
pG ñ X3q
i1,2
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
i2,3
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
pG ñ X3 ˆ Y q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
i3,4
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1˝F2q.C
which is equivalent to
GF1 GF2X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
pG ñ X3 ˆ Y q
i1,2
hhPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
i2,3
OO
i1,4

i3,4
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1˝F2q.C
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This last diagram is obviously symmetric in F1, F2, C, which proves the claim.
Obviously the compactly supported cohomology H˚c ppG ñ X ˆ Y qq also admits a right action
of the derived Hecke algebra HpG, Y q in a completely analogous way, as soon as the action G ñ Y
satisfies the conditions of fact 37.
Fact 41. Suppose the actions G ñ X and G ñ Y both satisfy the conditions of fact 37. Then the
compactly supported cohomology H˚c ppG ñ X ˆ Y qq is a pHpG,Xq,HpG, Y qq-bimodule.
Proof. We already described how the two actions are defined, so it remains to show that they
commute, i.e. that given F1 P HpG,Xq, F2 P HpG, Y q and C P H
˚
c ppG ñ X ˆ Y qq we have
pF1.Cq.F2 “ F1.pC.F2q. This boils down to the following two diagrams outputting the same
cohomology class:
GF1X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
GF2Y
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
i2,3
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qF1.C pG ñ X ˆ Y 2q
i2,3
OO
i1,2
oo
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1.Cq.F2
GF1X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
GF2Y
pG ñ X ˆ Y 2q
i1,2
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
i2,3
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
i1,3

pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
OO
i2,3 //
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qC.F2
pG ñ X ˆ Y qF1.pC.F2q
We start with the following fact.
Claim 42. The square
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,3

pG ñ X2 ˆ Y 2q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4

pG ñ X ˆ Y q pG ñ X ˆ Y 2q
i1,2
oo
is a pullback square of groupoids. Moreover, it satisfies the additional assumptions of lemma 14,
that is to say: i1,3 is a finite covering morphism and i1,2 induces an injection of isotropy groups at
all objects.
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Proof of claim. By assumption on the actions G ñ X and G ñ Y , i1,3 is a finite covering
morphisms, and it is immediate that i1,2 induces an injection of isotropy groups at all objects.
By proposition 4.4 in [5], the pullback square of a diagram of groups acting on sets is constructed
by taking the pullback of the groups acting on the pullback of the sets. It is immediate that the
pullback group is again G. Moreover, since i1,3 is a covering, the pullback and the homotopy
pullback coincide, hence a model for the object set of the pullback is 
ppx, y, zq, pa, b, cqq P pX2 ˆ Y q ˆ pX ˆ Y 2q | i1,3px, y, zq “ i1,2pa, b, cq
(
“
“
 
ppx, y, zq, pa, b, cqq P pX2 ˆ Y q ˆ pX ˆ Y 2q | px, zq “ pa, bq
(
“ tpx “ a, y, z “ b, cqu “ X2 ˆ Y 2
with the maps i1,3,4 and i1,2,3 as above.
By assumption on G ñ X and G ñ Y , the cohomology class F “ i˚1,2F1Y i
˚
2,3C is i1,3-fiberwise
compactly supported, thus lemma 14 applies and we can use the above pullback squares to modify
the two original diagrams without impacting the final result in cohomology. The first diagram
becomes
GF1X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
GF2Y
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
i2,3
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y 2q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
pG ñ X ˆ Y 2q
i2,3
OO
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1.Cq.F2
A biproduct of lemma 14 was that rF “ i˚1,2,3F is i1,3,4-fiberwise compactly supported, thus we can
apply lemma 13 to the subdiagram
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y 2q
i1,3,4
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
i3,4 // GY
pG ñ X ˆ Y 2q
i2,3
OO
to obtain that for each rF P H˚ ppG ñ X3 ˆ Y qq that is i1,3,4-fiberwise compactly supported and
each F2 P H
˚ pGY q, we have
pi1,3,4q˚ rF Y i˚2,3F2 “ pi1,3,4q˚ ´ rF Y i˚3,4F2¯
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and hence we can replace the first diagram with
GF1X pG ñ X ˆ Y q
C
GF2Y
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y q
i1,2
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
i2,3
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y 2q
i1,2,3oo
i1,3,4
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
i3,4
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
pG ñ X ˆ Y 2q
i1,3

pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1.Cq.F2
which is equivalent to
GF1 pG ñ X ˆ Y qC GF2Y
pG ñ X2 ˆ Y 2q
i1,2
hhPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
i2,3
OO
i1,4

i3,4
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
pG ñ X ˆ Y qpF1.Cq.F2
This last diagram is obviously symmetric in F1, F2, C, which proves the claim.
B Two definitions of the derived Hecke algebra
In this section we discuss the relationship between our definition of the derived Hecke algbera as
G-equivariant cohomology classes and the following ‘categorical’ definition.
Let G be a split, connected reductive group over a local, non-archimedean field F . Denote
G “ GpF q and let K be an open compact subgroup of G. Let S be a coefficient ring, and denote
by 1 the trivial representation of K with S-coefficients, so that SrG{Ks “ ιGK1 is the compactly
induced representation to G.
The classical Hecke algebra can be defined as HpG,Kq “ HomSrGs pSrG{Ks, SrG{Ksq, the
endomorphism of SrG{Ks as a G-module. In [34], Venkatesh defines the derived Hecke algebra as
a graded algebra over the classical one by replacing Hom with its derived functor Ext:
HpG,Kq “
à
ně0
ExtnSrGs pSrG{Ks, SrG{Ksq . (14)
When the residue characteristic p is not invertible in the coefficient ring S (for instance S “ Z{paZ),
we can also follow Schneider’s construction from [29]: let SrG{Ks ÝÑ I be an injective resolution13
and consider the differential graded algebra HomSrGs pI, Iq
op. Its cohomology algebra is
H˚
`
HomSrGs pI, Iq
op
˘
– Ext˚SrGs pSrG{Ks, SrG{Ksq
so it coincides with the definition in formula 14 above. Since remark 7 in [29] holds for any compact
open K Ă G, it shows that for any injective resolution SrG{Ks ÝÑ I one has
H˚
`
HomSrGs pI, Iq
op
˘
– H˚ pK,SrG{Ksq .
13the category of SrGs-smooth modules has always enough injectives, see for instance [35], I.5.9c.
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We can use Mackey theory to decompose the K-module SrG{Ks as
À
gPKzG{K ι
K
KXgKg´11. Then
section 2.6 in [32] shows that
Hn
˜
K,
à
gPKzG{K
ιKKXgKg´11
¸
“ ExtnSrKs
˜
1,
à
gPKzG{K
ιKKXgKg´11
¸
–
–
à
gPKzG{K
ExtnSrKs
`
1, ιKKXgKg´11
˘
“
à
gPKzG{K
Hn
`
K, ιKKXgKg´11
˘
–
à
gPKzG{K
Hn
`
K X gKg´1, 1
˘
where the last isomorphism holds by Shapiro’s lemma. In particular, this is exactly the double coset
description given in 2.4 of [34]. Thus, the two possible definitions of a derived Hecke algebra (G-
equivariant cohomology classes versus cohomology of the complex HomDpGq pSrG{Ks, SrG{Ksq)
coincide as S-modules, and it remains to check that the two multiplication operations agrees.
For the time being we take as definition of the derived Hecke algebra the one as G-equivariant
cohomology classes given in section 4, which is much more explicit and therefore easier to work
with, and we leave it as conjecture that the two coincide:
Conjecture 43. The cohomology algebra H˚
`
HomSrGs pI, Iq
op
˘
and the algebra of G-equivariant
cohomology classes HSpG,Kq as defined in section 4 are isomorphic as graded algebras via their
common double cosets description. More precisely, the isomorphism of S-modules given by
HSpG,Kq ÝÑ
à
gPKzG{K
Hn
`
K X gKg´1, 1
˘
F ÞÑ pF pK, gKqqgPKzG{K
is in fact an algebra isomorphism, where the right hand side is canonically identified with the
cohomology algebra H˚
`
HomSrGspI, Iq
op
˘
as explained above.
Remark. We have recently been informed by Schneider in a private communication that he and
Ollivier proved this conjecture.
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